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I FIRST BECAME AC^6UANTED V/ITH IvlARGERY KEMPE IN A
BIOGRAPHY CLASS OF PROFESSOR WINSLOW. I V/AS INTERESTED
AT ONCE IN THIS STRIKING PERSONALITY V.HO BROKE UP
MUNDANE CONVERSATION WI^TH HER,” IT IS FULL MERRY IN
HEAVEN,” AND SAW VISIONS', V/ORE YMTE CLOTHES, AND WENT
ON PILGRIMAGE. THAT INTEREST HAS WORKED ITSELF OUT IN
A THFSIS ON HER MYSTIC CLAIMS. BUT THAT THIS WAS
ACCOI^LISHED WAS DUE IN LARGS MEASURE TO THE KINDLY HELP
OF PROFESSOR WINSLOW AND PROFESSOR LOVELAND TO WHOM
HERE GRATEFUL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT IS MADE BY
THE AUTHOR
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The flndlnR of " The Book "
;
Prior to 1935, little was known of "The Book of Margery
Kempe" except that it had once existed. Devotional extracts
of this were published by Wynkyn de Worde in 1501 in a seven-
page quarto, and since he termed her an anchorite, it was
assumed that the lost work was a book of religious medi-
tation. In 1521 these extracts were reissued by Henry Pepwell
as the third paper in a little quarto volvime comprising seven
English mystical productions and printed as "The Cell of Self-
Knowledge", which was reprinted with revised and
or thographically modernized text by Edmund Gardner in 1910.
The Introduction has this interesting comment: "The re-
velations show that she was (or had been) a woman of some
wealth and social position, who had abandoned the world to
become an ancress ..." (p.XX) But in 1935 Lieutenant Colonel
Butler-Bowdon of Pleasington Old Hall, Lancashire, England,
brought a manuscript to an ejqiert for identification that was
revealed as a complete copy of the missing fifteenth century
work. It had been lying unnoticed in the library of
Pleasington Old Hall. How it came to be there is a matter of
conjecture. The writing was originally owned by the Carthusian
monastery of Mount Grace, and it is not unlikely that, when the





** ?Icoa efIT '* lo '..iillifill 3fIT f
Vi-iogiiiirt lo Uoot eaT‘' lo nwonii eaw eXcto ii ^5SGi oct
ecfoaioxo lanoIXovou .fcecta.txo oono Liui J’X djKXi^ ;jq 30 ;:e “oqm©3.
-nevee b nX lOril ni ©b‘io\\ ©b rnpIn\rW ^cf berieiXa'ijq &‘iow alxict lo
sBw.d’X leXl'icbona na ^xecL bt^iLnei ©xl ©oxiXa bxia tOct^iBi/p ogaq
-Xboxa axiols^ieT: 'io-3food b eaw 3i*iow deoX sn.X dBxid booix/eeB
ileyjqe'i ^*xxi©H "^cf b©/J3aX 6i eoLew adoBadKo eeodd XS6X nl .noXdad ^
aevea ^laX'iqiaoo emixiov od'iBijp ©XddXX b nX ‘i©qsq b'xXxld ©xid aa
-IXea lo XieO oxlT" 8B bednXriq bxiB axioldox/boiq iBoide^xn xlaXXsaGi
.0X61 xtX 'lexiB^Xjaij bnaiubii dxed besXniebom ’^XlBoiclqB'X30xid‘xo
-ei 0X15. ” ;dnr£MOo ^xiXdasiednX elxfX ajsxl noldox/boT;dnX ©xiT
eaoe lo naxuow b (xieed bBXl ‘lo) 8 Bvt ©xie dBxid woxia enoXdBXev
od bX*iow 8Xid X^tnobnijdB X.'BxI oxlw tXioXdXeoq XBiooa bxiB xidlBov/
XonoXoO dnanedixela 6«S6X aX dx/6 (XX. q) "... aaoionB xie ©luoood
^bnaXgiic^ t o'lXxleiiDnBiX ^LLrE blO xcodynXeBoX^ lo xxobwoQ-i&Xdx/fi
^
aBw dBxfj noXdBoXlXdnobX lol d’';,eqxe na od dqX*ioax/nBJn a dxl^iroid
j|
'^'ijjdnoo xidxxtjLd'iXi gnXaeXxa exld lo ^qoo ydeXqxcco a ea belBBvei J
lo ‘laddxsiu B aX ©•'xodd od od’ ohibo dX woH .XXbH bXO nodgnXaB©X*i
XLBlaLfXid’xaG ©xid \jd b©n».’o 'ijXXsnXsX'xo saw gnXdX'iw exlT . ©'ii/dDecnoo
Olid xioxiw ^darlj .^XojrfXXxiu doxi al dX bxia ^©obiG drix/OM lo
Yodd iliiV lo a'laibloa exid dxio cievPib eiow a>UioLi
bxiB basXvr©'! xidX?/ bednliq©*! eaw xioXrfv; < "©sboXworiX
lo ’YT;b‘ic/XI oxid nX booXdoxsnix griX^X xieed bad dl .sCnow
entrusted some of their books to the contemporary Butler of
Pleasington Old Ball for safekeeping.
Its Importance ;
This discovery enriches the world of English Literature
with a unique work. Margery Kempe reveals herself as anything
but an anchorite, and her writing, although it does have sevepa
chapters of undiluted religious matter, is largely auto-
biographical, covering a period of her life that extends from
her marriage at the age of twenty to shortly after her last
journey when she was over sixty, or from about 1393 to 1433.
The importance of the work is seen when we understand that it
is a pioneer work in English prose and in the field of
biography. In fact, it is the earliest original English prose
-
of considerable length - on record. A "Life of Wulfstan”^ is
the only English biography that antedates it and this is a
translation from the earlier Latin. And in the field of
biography it is a remarkable work - of the vivid confessional
type - that stands out sharply in a sea of mediocre, stilted,
moral -reforming works. It was written when the House of
Lancaster held the throne, but we shall find nothing remotely
comparable to it until we reach the middle of the Tudor period
some four generations later. Additional importance is given
it from the light it throws on the fifteenth cent\iry. Margery
is not interested, seemingly, in the great happenings of her
2 .
1 "Life of Wulfstan" - by William of Malmesbury
lo cnJ o3 cjiocd •tleriJ lu euiot Jbs^eLni«JnL>
.
3jCiIqoo>l©li3e
-t0*1' IIBn ; 10 Aiod^i JtaB^ IS
: sonBd rtociinl adj
flalXsnii 'lo bX'iow e>iid abcoi^ine \;;i6vooalr c. idT
ji’Xnc? B» li-oa^xo/i elBeve’i oqirioil \ie^r:At.: , .lov; b ridliv
iB'i' Voa Gvaii saoL c/1 hsuoiidir. ^gnlc/l'ivj 'xeri briB < actl*~:urio.I.'» ci& ctxja
-ocfiTB Tjiesaiil «i ^neoclf-ju axjol^lie'x beiiJjjXllnjj lo aiecJqaxo
ao‘il aJbnBc^xe darict o'lll lexi lo bolifc b s^il-iovoo tXBolfIciB‘i.p,olcf
cJaBi texi ’lecxla i^icj'iorla oJ ^cnewX lo oga adc- Xb egBli-ixuix loxl
• Go^X oct f,CoX dx/oda xno'il 'lo ,^crxla igvo a^vw ©da noriw ’^©mcxj-oi,
11 iBxlc .bxx.ala'xel'jni/ gw noiiw xiocc ai S'iu»v ©rlc^ lo ernBl'ioqinl oxiT
lo blell ©dl al Iajj op.o^xq rlaXXgn:* nl :{*iow ‘iocxiolq a ai
- oaortq /leiXsn;d .LBXii^l'io c‘aeli‘iBt> oxi.; al dl tC^OBl nl . -/ffqB'igold
al -^"xxec; alXi/iV lo olJLu.“ A .Jo'iooo'x rc«< - xilgnei eXceiotlanoo lo
B r.l eiril baB ctl sscjBholxiB cTBrll '^dqB'xgold nalXaniii ^Xno oxlct
lo dlell oxil al dxiA .aXiaa lolX-iBS erll xio'il nollBlcne'ict
Ijsnoiaeo'ixxoo blvlv odd lo - il'iow oldBif'iJBi-ao'x b r.l ll Trdqs'igo Id
}
^belllclG ^8‘icolbaLii lo jssa a n' l;jo aXnals ladl - oq^d
lo eauoii ©ril noxlw necJolrtT/ aew ctl .adiow gnliTxolo .~XB‘ioffi
-^iOuouG'i 55.njrflon i>xill XX aria or* Ix/c ^snooxil &r(d oieri ‘xoctaaoxian
bolioq ‘xobijl ©al lo ©Ibblia ©xxl xioao'i ©w Ildxix; Ji ocf elda^iaqinoo
n©7 lg el ©tnalT:oqxi:l XanoIllboA .^©lal ax’iolla'iixieg 'ixrol ©xuoc
\f^i©3^aM .''^ax/laeo rilaeellll edl no ewcaxll 11 la^iX ©xicf xiion;! cti
-loxi lo agxilaoqoBxl lao'ig edl xil t\;Xgniinooa ^b©cts©'lOl^l Ion si
'^ax/d s ©^iljsJui lo iiLfclJXiV! \j;d - "xiac^allx/Vn lo oblu.*'
3time that made history. There is no reference to Joan of Arc,
for instance, or to the tragic Richard II, or to the execution
of the Lollard rebel Sir John Oldcastle whose daughter she was
made out to be on one occasion, nor yet, in the field of
letters, to Chaucer, Langland, or Gower, But Margery does give
us important information about the everyday life of the period,
particularly from the religious angle. She throws light in
corners that the others do not touch, for she is not so
artistically selective as Chaucer nor so polemically bitter as
Langland, Hers is the matter of fact, biographical touch that
permits us to look over her shoulder and see the world of her
day without painting, without our having to fear that we are
on a conducted tour or that things have been touched up. As
Sigrid Undset puts it,^ we must thank Margery
for the extraordinarily intimate and lively des-
cription of people and circumstances to be found
in her reminiscences. The Old Eve, restless and
self-assured and opinionated, dies hard in her,
and she reacts violently to everything that be-
falls her. She gives us a variety of information
about life in Lynn, and she goes on to tell us
about her experiences on her endless pilgrimages,
at first all over England, and then by land and
sea across the whole of Eiirope and as far as the
Holy Land, We even have a little glimpse of
Norway,
Finally, there is the value that attaches to the fact that
this is the book of a self-proclaimed mystic with a mission
to mankind, Coxintless passages attest this. "So many hundred
thousand souls shall be saved at tby prayers"; she will
1, Atlantic Monthly 164: 232-40, Ag, *39
T'
^01^ 10 q3 j'onoi . 'it. j- on al ebca on.lJ
no.'-c^ yoxo e>riJ oci io ,11 b'isrioxn oi3S'i;t e-nct oc> *xo ,eori. jr.ni toI
osw ofi.i eav^iiv.' ©icfaBoblu rirlol *iia ieoei bneiXoa f-xiv* 'lo
lo bl^ri :il ,cr^v: 'ion .ftoiasooo ono nu ed oj Xno ©bam
&vl3 coob i‘jjb .t;©\^cD *io ' ,bn>r<I,^atia ,ieci/anO oc iS-ietfxJei
,‘^oJ‘ioq Otix lo 6*iil -^ab^'iavo r-rf.-+ ;Jnocf#? nolo ^'lolnl OnaOnoaml an
nl 0r«5 ll awo'L'iO anol^ila-i ©d^ bio'll Y^'i^-tnoiO'iaq
oa Oon j.il one lol ,rioi/oO Oon ob a xoiixio aoo Oaxlrf anenioo
2-8 'leooid \;IJ Iflioloq oa ‘ion ^xc-/oir«jrfO sa avlOoeloE
OEdd nonod iJBoldqaTCsolcf ,doE*l lo ‘leddjam ©rid el eiaH .basIarnivL
*16X1 lo bI*iow 0xld ©oa brta i©bI;.fO£fc narl if'vo jfool od en edlm*i©q
ana o-». durid ‘x«©l od anlvx*d 'ino dnoddlv, ,anldftlaq d-axjiidlv/
aii .qif b«uC'i/od iiot^d ©Viiix a^^iU-i-dd daxfd^ ‘xo *xx;od b©dox/baoo « no
ines^xjjij i(naxlj dar/tn e» adx/q do'jbnd bl'x^ic
~ael -^ici-vix buE adamxoul ’jil x^nlbnoa'idr;© add nol
bnxrol od od aar'nx>or..rmjo *io bus ol-^oeq lo iioioqlno
bnjc» epaid*.^ ,a/£i bXO erA , aaonsoainlraen bed nl
,*ioxi nJ obxii:. aolb ,i ©djanolxilqo bnxi ba'Ufaso-lleR
-ad di<dd j^ilrldv;bov© od ;;Idri6iolv p.do.i.;©*! ©rie bn;?
xto.<:d.‘ixj‘Afj''.rti lu « axf aavl^, ©nf; .ned nllEl
an lied od no a ©03 oxb- bxx.»? ,nni;;J nl elll ooodB
, ae^Bt.'ir/rgllq eE.c.lbns nen' no aaon©lnoqxo laxi dbodB
hne b/iBi. v,d nadd bna xe-vo lie dcnll da
orJd bEl CB bn© eqonira lo ©luriw ©rirf wieoboo see
lo ©Rqiall^ blv^ dlJ JO ©VEXl nevo ol* .bnEq \;Xoii
.^isv^boK
dxjdd doBl ©rid od asdoadda ORdd ex/inv eud al ©noxfO ,^XlF.nl‘^
nolee ici a ddxtf oloe^oi bemlxloo'iq-llss a lo -i(ood ©x:fo al aldd
boTliiod oj*’ .eldc da©do3 B©2Baa;3q asKldnxroO .bnl:ini»in od
Ixlv sifla j ''a'iC’\'B“xq y;ad d« b'.>VBa ©d IX^. .;e. aXxroe bnaot/odd







have a "seat in heaven at the Son's knee"; "She is a holy
pearl and pillar of the Church", ana a mirror of the sorrow
people should have for their sins. She could give the graces
of the Holy Places, and whoever should invoke her to the end
of the world would receive his boon or a better thing.
\,lod ja al ©4^-*’ erl^J nevBeri nl ;JBoa" « evsn
lyonoB eiiJ 'lo 'lO'i'ili.i b wif? , ‘rioran.X ‘tBiilq fcxiB IiBeq
seoB'ig effcJ evl3 bl^Joe ofiB .exile iLoiii *xol ©vjOiJ bli/oxla elqoeq
bfls 6il:f o:i 'lea eiiovrii bXi/oxlB •leveod'^T jbne \jXoH oxlct lo




Her claims puzzle reader ;
It is this mystic angle to Margery *s life that poses our
problem. I believe it is true that the average reader will be
only mildly interested in the light she throws on the fifteenth
century, but he will be extremely curious about her personal
claims and her reputed experiences in the mystical field - for
that, after all, is the heart of her book. And the scholar
too must solve the problem of Margery's mystic claims before
I he can be fully assured of her authority ftnd her limitations
i|
so far as his field is concerned. The question, therefore,
'I
arises - and it is a very knotty and acute one - was she a
genuine mystic?
Diversity of opinion ;
Contemporary opinion is about as equally undecided on this
!
question now as in Margery's time, to judge from her own
reports. Since the discovery of "The Book of Margery Ken5>e"
in 1935, there have been numerous book reviews, of course, as
I well as several magazine articles and a short book. The
I
writers have varied widely in their opinions. The Christian
j
Century reviewer (Cecelia Gaul) speaks of her as "egoistic"
and "providing no spiritual sustenance for moderns".^
I Leonard Bacon in the Saturday Review of Literature has
I "sympathy with such genuine tribulation of spirit".^
1. Christian Century 62:17 Ja. 3 '45
2. Sat. R. Lit. 27;12N.4 »44 —
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d*^> « VX:i^d Y^ndxiel; xiBld 31
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She was a "warm-hearted determined woman” according to the
*z
Weekly Book Review (Clare Godfrey)* She was definitely a
"psychopath" in the opinion of H. C. White*^ An article in the
Nineteenth Century alludes to her "sensuous type of
mysticism"® while Miss Emily Hope Allen in the introduction to
the version of the book of Margery by the Old English Text
Society speaks somewhat vaguely of her as a "minor mystic" -
perhaps for terms of classification - and calls her "petty,
neurotic, vain. Illiterate, physically and nervously over-
strained; devout, much traveled, forceful and talented*"®
Miss Katherine Cholmeley, in the one book on Margery, is
almost unrestrained in her praise; the title of her book is
indicative: "Margery Kempe, Genius and Mystic"*
Procedure
;
It should be clear, then, that a study of this question
would be well worth while, and would clarify Margery’s status
and help fix her position for the student of biography and
literature as well as explain her to the ordinary reader. But
the problem is not an easy one* We are separated from Margery
by a period of five hundred years and there is danger of our





Weekly Book Review p*6 015 ’44
Commonweal 39: 164 - 6 D*3
19th Century 132: 30-2 Jl* *42
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different atmosphere of her age. And undoubtedly, the question
of her mysticism could be better treated if we had Margery
herself under observation and could subject her to physical and
mental examination, get her case history, use diagnostic
proced\ire, summon contemporary witnesses, sift the testimony
and verify charges. Unfortunately, we must work almost wholly i
on the testimony of Margery herself as found in her book and,
from the very nature of things, that is suspect. "Nemo Judex
in sua causa", the Latin proverb says aptly. What we can do,
and what we must do, is to examine Margery's career as told in
her own words - her life and its wealth of marvels - in the
light of Inherent probability, and in accordance with the facts
we are given by authorities in the fields of mysticism and also
of mental disorders, for if she shows signs of madness, it would
confirm a negative verdict on her mysticism. We can, moreover,
investigate the amount of influence Margery was subjected to
mystically and examine her originality. This would weigh
appreciably in the final Judgment, for if Margery is but an echo
she must inevitably sink back into the shadow of her sources.
But before we can proceed with this study of Margery, we must
first assemble the main facts of her life and examine the back-
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CHAPTER III
SKETCH OP MARGERY'S LIFE
Early clrcums tance 3 1
Margery Kempe, nee Burnham, was born about 1373 in the
town of King's Lynn, Norfolk, England. She is not concerned
about giving us any dates except for the writing of her book,
but from the clues dropped that tie up with other historical
events. Miss Emily Hope Allen has constructed a chronological
table that will be found with the more critical version of the
Old English Text Society. The town of Lynn was at that time
one of the most iii¥>ortant markets in England, and Margery's
father belonged to the circle of leading burgesses. She tells
us that he had been mayor severaltime s and alderman of the High
Guild of the Trinity and, undoubtedly, his prestige was to aid
her when she was later haled before magistrates and churchmen.
At the age of twenty she married John Kempe whom she considered
somewhat beneath her in station, and very frankly she told him
so on at least one occasion when he remonstrated with her on the
subject of her showy dress. There were fourteen children of
this marriage, as she herself tells us, but beyond that
affirmation there is surprisingly little mention of them. Only
one is mentioned in any detail - a son - and that mainly in
connection with her last pilgrimage, a journey into Germany when
she was about sixty. :
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Madness and cure:
After the birth of her first child Margery became
dangerously ill and sent for her confessor. There was a sin
she had concealed in confession a long time and even now found
difficult to mention though she wanted to be well shriven in
preparation for death. The priest was rather harsh and,
exhausted physically and spiritually as she was, her mind be-
came deranged. For eight months she was tormented by diabolica
visions and temptations to suicide. Then one evening she had
a vision of Jesus Christ, Who came to her bed and said,
"Daughter, why has thou forsaken Me, and I forsook never
thee?"^ She grew better at once, but for many years she still
lived in worldly fashion. Then followed the failure of several
ventures in business which she looked upon as God’s plan to
cure her of love of gain. And one night as she lay beside her
husband, she heard "a sound of melody so sweet and delectable
that she thought she had been in Paradise*" And she lamented:
"Alas, that ever I did sini It is full merry in heaven." (p.5)
Subsequent behavior :
She now began to lecture friends and neighbors on the joys
of heaven. Her neighbors defended themselves from her new
enthusiasm with a shrewd thrust that reveals one of the
beauties of Margery's book. In a few words she can give a
con^lete character description and the spirit of the age. The
1. "The Book of Margery Kempe", p. 2. Future unqualified
references in the text are to this.
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passage between her and her neighbors is one such cameo
portrait.
And they that knew her behavior before time,
and now heard her speaking so much of the
bliss of heaven, said to her;-
*Why speak ye so of the mirth that is in
heaven? Ye know it not, and ye have not
been there, any more than we.
•
(pp.5,6)
She was now seized with violent longings to be freed from
her wifely duties to her husband, and she prevailed upon him
finally to give up his marriage rights and let all her thought
be of prayer, penance, and pilgrimage. She began to have
visions of Our Lord and the saints and to enjoy "high con-
templation", Her behavior was remarkable in that she insisted
on wearing the white clothes of a maiden in obedience, she
claimed, to a revelation. Also she was overcome by frenzied
sobbing, twisting, and shouting during church services. This
made some scorn and revile her while others looked upon her as
a saint. It was the time of the Lollard heresy and Margery was
tried before several church trib\mals for suspected heresy but
was acquitted. She made pilgrimages to Rome, Jerusalem, Spain,
numerous spots in England, and in her old age to Germany in
connection with the companioning of a daughter-in-law to her
homeland. With her account of her return home from this
journey, her autobiography comes to an end. Of her last days
and death we know nothing. Perhaps she did become an
anchorite. JDe Worde seems to have thought so in 1501,
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Her book ;
There are a few irt ere sting facts about the actual writing
of the book. It was done at the bidding of Our Lord, she
claims, and towards the close of her life, though friends among
the clergy had offered to take down her revelations earlier*
But it was not the will of Our Lord. Finally, when the right
time came, she did dictate (she could neither read nor write)
her experiences to a priest who was not a native Englishman,
however, and wrote a horrible script that strangely, however,
"though he wrote it not clearly nor opening to our manner of
speaking, he, in his manner of writing and spelling made a
true sense." (p.l99) It was so undecipherable that it could
not be read except by much prayer. She appealed to a priest to
take the work of the first amemuensis and rewrite it. He
promised, indeed, but turned the work over to another, and then,
remorseful, took up the work once more after four years and
could read it well enough, with Margery’s prompting, to
transcribe it for her, and add a new section. There are two
books, therefore, not one. According to the chronology deduced
by Miss Allen, the first copy that was neither good English nor
"Dewch", as Margery put it, was finished in 1432 and recopied
in 143b. The supplement was begun in 1438.^
1* l.£. Book Two
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^noiflJ hriP- 4 ‘I'. i-XuiO-i oci £» vo ii'ioi/. CilJ JL> <it‘XiXd Jx/d .oobtiiX ^l30 sX—-lO'iCi
Xcui 'Ti/ol n.0j’lJ5 0'ioi.i oi-xif’ .tnoY. :.'ri,j qx/ -iood ^Xxilos-ioinb'i
Od 4 ^.riXc»qiro'X< 2 ’ aJ X’^' jXlsjJOfit XXow JX bBO'i bXi/00
e‘X‘> 0‘is'ii'x .itoXdoea wmi b bnx "ol XX odlioexuaX
Jjooabofc) -^,»5oXoiiO'irio oJ .^no cton tO'ioisvWx t siloed
•ion liaXXj^X" 000.3 Ttonji-on eaw J.‘.'nx Y'\x)0 jb'iXI end ^neiXA dr.lM
bblnOOf.*! bn.. bl£i*i. ni bensinil sbv. ,dX Jnq ^r[ea‘i£..i as .‘’riCKeC-*’
^.t}6je*X nl m/^ed qb> JatiflisXqqida ©xxx . J£4^X ni
ov.T iioof .id.^- .1
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CHAPTER IV
THE BACKGROUND OF HER BOOK
Unrest and revolt:
It may be well here to give some of the background of
the 15th century so far as it concerns Margery Kempe. There
was, first of all, a spirit of unrest in the air and a tenden-
cy to challenge authority and tradition. The Black Death,
the mysterious plague that swept through England in 1348,
striking suddenly, doing terrible damage and departing as
swiftly and mysteriously, had wiped out half the population,
it" is estimated. This had wide repercussions. The emancipa-
tion of the serfs, that had been proceeding apace, was
vastly accelerated. The dearth of laborers gave them great
bargaining power eind led them to travel to localities where
conditions and masters were most favorable. The king and no-
bles attempted to slow up the economic emancipation in order
to safeguard their traditional privileges and check a growing
boldness on the part of the lower classes. The "Peasants*
Revolt" of 1381 was the result. It was put down, but it
only slowed up and did not check completely the processes
that wefe eliminating serfdom in England, It helps explain tho
spirit of unrest that was in the air in Margery’s England
,
the spirit of growing independence on the part of the Icv/er
classes, and the prevalence of wandering. These things are
seen in the background of her book.
rr
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Luxury:
It was a period of comparative luxury in many
respects with a consequent dislike of discipline and peni-'
tential living generally that, by resistance, developed
also some penitential souls and mystics. The growth of
commerce and manufacture together with the large booty
captured in the French wars had brought increased wealth to
England. The simple scale of living yielded to a desire
for sumptuous fare and gaudy attire. The literature of the
period is full of references to the expensive tastes which
were found in every class of society. We have evidences
of this showy extravagance in the life of Margery Kempe
herself soon after her recovery from her sickness.
When this creature had thus
graciously come again to her
ilnd, she thought that she was
bound to God and that she
would be His servant. Neverthe-
less, she would not leave her
pride or her pompoiis array,which
|
she had used before time, either
for her husband, or for any other
man’s counsel. Yet she knew full
well that men said of her full much
villainy, for she wore gold pipes 1
on her head and her hoods, with the
tippets, were slashed. Her cloaks
also were slashed and laid with diverse
colours between the slashes, so
that they should be the more staring
to men’s sight, and herself the more
worshipped
. Tp . 3
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1. golden forehead bands.
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Some corrupt clergymen;
Undoubtedly there was corruption among the churchmen.
There were many good priests, monks, friars, and bishops —
that is clearly evidenced in "The Book of Margery Kempe" —
but there were enough exceptions to breed scepticism,
disobedience to authority, and seriously scandalize the
faithful. The Church was being harmed most — as always —
by its own children, and by those whose station demanded a
better life and example. The Latin proverb was verified
that puts it succintly, "Omne Malum et bonum e clero". The
words of G. G. Coulton, though they refer to Chaucer’s time
(1340-1400), are still applicabe to Margery’s. He is
speaking of St. Francis’ hope that his founding of the
Friars would completely reform Church evils.
The failure of the friars became a theme
of common talk, as soon as enough time had
gone by for the world to realize that Francis
and Domenic had but done what man can do, and
that there was as yet no visibly new heaven
or new earth. Wyclif himself scarcely
inveighed more strongly against many of the
worst abuses in the Church than Bonaventura
a century before him — Bonaventura, the
canonized saint and Minister General of the
Franciscans, who as a boy had actually seen
the founder face to face. 1
Many of the clergy are ignorant, quarrelsome, idle, and
unchaste. The anti-Lollard articles presented to the king
by the University of Oxford in 1414 speak of the "undisci-
plined and unlearned crowd which daily pressed to take
sacred orders".
l.G.G. Coulton,M.A. Camb. , "Chaucer and His England, Chap.XXIII
;
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and of the scandalous ease with which ’’illiterate, silly and
ignorant” candidates, even if rejected by English authorities
could get ordination abroad. 1 The English Church had never
recovered from the loss of trained, learned and virtuous
clergy suffered in the Black Death. Mediocre material
thronged to take their place, not to serve the Church or
their fellow men, but themselves.
The large majority were excluded from
almost all intellectual enjoyments by
their imperfect education and the scarcity
of books. The regular and healthy home
life, which has kept so many an idle man
straight in the world, was denied to these
men who were professionally pledged to live
as the angels of God, while they stood
exposed to every worldly temptation. 2
Monks and Friars:
There is frequent reference to monks and friars by
Margery, and it is well to understand to whom she refers.
They differed, be it understood, from the parish priests who
ministered to the faithful of a locality.
The monks owed their character principally to the
founding genius of St. Benedict (543) who organized hermits
into a community directed by a superior and pledged to the
practice of the three vows of porverty, chastity, and
obedience in a monastery (stability) . Katherine Cholmeley
has a passage that describes them well:
1. Ibid*
2. Ibid.
JbiL 'i-CIie jedfliecMIIi'' rfyixlw rfjlv; =^L'oIfit>nB03 t3jlJ lo bos
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'reven f>f,rf rf:>T:0i£O dalljiiS edT
^
jl .beoida noiS-^jjaifeTO tos ftlcroo
ai/oi/ifilv baa boa'L.^el ^benti^'X^ lo eaol enc* friOTl J&eTsvooo'r
JjjlToctijn eioolboii . fd-eau jfoaXQ <=»riJ- ni t6*rnllx/a
*/
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l
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.
edd od X&3X)3lq bnn 'loX'ieqae a yo’ bedoe^lb y^-^J^^oo a od/iX
bna tYdXdaarif* ,’^di&vioq lo awov ©©add ©dd lo ooXdoarrq
Y^XcixtiXodo GdXaoddij-X
. (YdXXXrfada)
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Upon tlie monastic houses, if not upon
the whole of medieval culture, was the
impress of St. Benedict. He had really
created the religious community: the
men who were dedicated to God, not only
through prayer, meditation, and work,
like the hermits and monks of Egypt and
Ireland
,
but through obedience. It was
by the bright sword of obedience that they
went forth to conquer sin. Prayer at the
regular canonical hours was the Opus Dei;
labour of the hands was prayer also.
Study, especially of the Scriptures and
the Fathers, centred the intellect upon
God. By tilling of the wasteland Europe
was
,
in a dual sense, cultivated during
the disruption of the warring Dark Ages*
by study and teaching learning was kept*
alive; and a garner of the classics was
prewerved for the reading of future
generations. 1
St. Francis had an entirely different idea for the
friars • They were to mix among the neople . living on
alms (mendicants ) , and were to preach the love of Christ
by their words and show farrth His poverty by their life.
The usual theme of the friars was the manhood that Christ
made His own through Mary, and His bitter passion and
death. These men were divided into the four great
mendicant orders: the Franciscans, foimded in 1209,
called the Friars Minor or Grey Friars; the Dominicans
(1215) also called the Black Friars; the Carmelites (1245)
who were named the White Friars; and, finally, the
Augustinians who claimed origin from St, Augustine (1430)
and were termed the Austen Friars.
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A v/ord on pilgrimages is necessary since they played
so important a part in Margery’s career. In earlier ages
a pilgrimage was a serious matter involving great labor
and heavy privation with risk to life and limb, V/epan see
something of that in Margery Kempe (p. 212) when she
describes her terror of the waves (she sat in the bottom of
the boat with a shawl over her head), her fear of robbers
and also of being violated. A sentence or two illustrates
this;
The Priars said they would do as well as God
would give them grace and comforted her
accoraing to his power but said that he would
not abide in that town that night for he knew
well they were a perilous people. Then they
went forth together out of the town again in
the evening with great dread and sadness,
mourning by the way where they should have
harbourage that night., .the said creature saw
a heap of bracken in a house
,
and with
great insistence she purchased grace to rest
herself on the bracken that night. The friar,
wilih great prayer, was laid in abarn, and they
thought that they were well eased that they had
the house over them And at nights had she
the mofet dread. Often times and per-adventure,
it was of her ghostly enemy, for she was ever
afraid of being ravished or defiled. (P.220)
But there was also a large element of pleasure in these
pilgrimages that was becoming increasingly more stressed.
They were becoming journeys of pleasure more than of duty.
The medieval man and woman were not used to modern luxuries
and consequently were not over impressed by the hardships
that went with the taking of scrip and staff. The inns
were not luxurious but they offered good cheer and good
fellov/ship to all v/ho could pay the price. A pilgrimage
gorier eotilf^. v^ioo^^o:;: :;i ao u^o\i >i
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orfr wBd R..r:‘ifi 1b oao. roorfl levc ©aao^'
.ezucaaTbB-'xs": tnzi sonrxl nallC .daeifi laoflr oil
tYCfiens X-^dnoxl^ larf lo ?.bw li
.I'-.^Xxlsd TO Borfaiv-T rni^Q lo oisTla
OG‘.dJ ai ezuBBslq lo la. rrrXo 9StbX b opXb sbvt t.Tedl lafl
,-.938ot1e otol; Y-^^nxaBOToax saixiTooocf asv/ larfl aesBxtixTjiXiT
aBxll oTOin ©Taa.G©XQ lo 3Ci^Jioo9i-' 9T9 v/ x^dT
aeiiaxaX aaedofli cl beaa loa 9t©w fl.oniow jSas aBin XBveidoiii edl
aqxr(3.6TB£t srfj i ssaeTqxic tovo .toa stsv: Yi^^noj/pesaoo Xaa
aaai odT .Hals ana qiaoa lo jjni:?{3i ©ifl dii- • lac ’7 laril
doo^ ana Tosdo doog aeTello xedd lacf aaoX l<xi 6T9v;
a^aniT^Xic
.90XTT 9dl ^'Ifjoo odv; XXa od qida .olXa"
to our Lady’s Siirine at Walsingham or to St. -^homas a
Becket ’s at Canterbury meant a change of routine, plea-
sant gossip -- and a pleasant feeling of piety. These
pilgrimages were popular. There were seventy places of
pilgrimage in norfolk alone. 1 The most popular
foreign pilgrimages were to the Holy Places in Palestine,
to Rome, and to the shrine of St, James at Compostella
in Spain. Now Margery, undoubtedly, must have been
trying to such jolly pilgrims with her distinctive white
dress, sermonizing and loud weeping. But v;e must say in
her defense that she probably had great occasion for
rebuke in their unpilgrim-like conduct. Berthold of
Regensburg, one of the greatest mission preachers of the
thirteenth century, roundly scolded such irregularities,
and in scolding described them for us.
lAany a man journeys hence to St, James of
Compostella, and never hears a single mass
on the way out or back, and they go with
sport and laughter, and some seldom say
even their Pater-Noster . 2 . Again :-
(we note the time element) Thou mayest earn
more reward at one mass than another man in
his six weeks out to St. Jacob and six weeks
back again: That makes twelve weeks , ...
Ye run to St, James, and sell so much at home
that sometimes your wives and children must
ever be the poorer for it, or thou thyself
in need and debt all thy life long. Such a
man crams himself so that he comes back
fatter than he went, and has much to say of
what he has seen, and lets no man listen to
the service or the sermon in the Church. 3
1. Cutts, "Middle Ages", P, 162
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(Margery, we reraeraber, incurred debt tbrougb pilgriLiages
)
We have another witness in the Lollard Thorpe who was
tried before Archbishop Arundel (v/hom we know from
Margery) and painted pilgrimages much in those same colouriJ.
Such fond people waste blamefully God’s
goods on their vain pilgrimages, spending
their goods upon vicious hostelries, which
are oft unclean women of their bodies...
Also, sir, I knowe well that when divers
men and women will goe thus after their owne
willes, and finding out one pilgrimage, they
will ordaine with them before to have with
them bagge pipes; so that everie towns that
they come through, what with the noise of their
singing and with the sound of their piping,
and with the jangling of their Cantei^urie
bels, and v/ith the barking of dogges after
them, that they make more noise, than if the
king came there away, with all his clarions
and many other minstrels. 1
The Lollard Thorpe would be against all pilgrimages in
any case, but there must have been some element of truth
in the picture he drew for us. These were some of the
sights Margery might have observed and they would have
been painful to a truly religious soul. Margery’s
reproaches are understandable — and also the reaction
to them of such people.
The Lollards:
The spirit of discredit of tradition and authority
that obtained politically also had its repercussions in
the religious world. The long war between France and
England had done much to develop the evil spirit of
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disorder and produce an overmighty, greedy and anti-
clerical nobility. They had some justification since
reform was needed among the clergy and, unfortunately,
was slow in coming. The French Avignon popes of the
period had little influence in IJngland, and then came
the Great Schism, and the sacredness of authority in
general was weakened. The spirit of attachment to the
ruler of Christendom was inevitably shaken at sight of
rival claimants to the papal throne. It is natural to
expect an attack on dogmatic authority and the sacramen-
tal system of the Chiirch. John Wyclif spearheaded this
attack. He was the ally of anti-clerical and anti-papal
nobility, especially of John of Gaunt. He taught that
the Temporal Lords could take the goods of an
undeserving clergy, while he attacked the retaliatory
power of excomiiiunication. In general, he attackedpopes
,
friars, pilgrimages, and the power of absolution; but the
typical characteristic of Wyclif and his ministers, called
Lollards, whom he sent forth to preach, was an attack on
the Eucharist and, more particularly, on Transubstantia-
tion. The usual test for heresy, therefore, was a
question whether the suspect believed that the substance
of bread remained after the consecration. The teaching
of the Church was (and is) that the substance of bread
becomes the substance oT the Bo<^y of Christ after
consecration and the substance of wine becomes His Blood
-'.'.jiiJ rxiJB '.•Jso'ijj
,
YJ’cI^^lrjTovu 8o;.'^o'X'i i^n.a •xv/j'ti.exb
eouiv. noijjCi i^iwXi/t eir.oa Jb,in orTi' .-^^Micfon
^ ':ioj jxt.'j'io'ln/; « biXii axlJ snoiiic b?>b.)en. er-r fi’io‘i9*x
e^^c^ lo asqoq noagivA x<r>xi9 'x'i 8 j1T .e;ixiiiior xif. v/ola c;bw
emso xrsxld' has ni rxnrt:;Xlxri ;;bxI I«oiioc
.
ni ,;d-i :c»r{Jr;B s^sniaiOB?. nrr/? .^ p.idob cJ-Br-i. 0x1+
erfcf cd- ^xi9inrIoi‘^a'.:i ‘lo J-Ji'rira erf'- . fi'-ne^'x^ew 3j3v; iBiene^
‘to rfrfBia cts xierf?rf3 Y-l^c^JEs^i^eni ^b\: :.iobnesr.tidO Jo ^olL^t
oj- .EjD'rxr.tBfr e.i &1 .^no^rf^t l.cq q odJ orf a"nBjaX :'Xe levXT
-neine'ioiJB srfo bne x^‘riodJif3 olrf/?xasob xic ifoBJ'jB ha ^oeqxo
axrfJ- i:>3BB©jI'-A..oq8 T:i;.r.0Y''' xirfoT, .xfoiorfO edJ Jo xnsXaYa I^vt
J ;q.8q*-±XnB > no iBox'r.olo-iJnE Jo vSla adJ asv; q-
Ji-jrfc" X.rf.-^i/Brf 9-
.JnxrjEiX nrfoXi 'j Q y-I^-C-sxoo
nr; to ai;oot BjTBrf Llt/oo orf-ro-L iB-xorxrroX' orfj-
t*! u.:^.Xb«v'I ©rfit aj5Ac B'j
X
jb &xl Ol.td'’:' ^X5'X&So ;^XV':9eoi7Iir
f BeqcqLcdOfiJJB sd ^X«^jf:93 tll , ' rrosnu. <: oo:r- 'ic ‘’rr-vOvT
orfd" Xx/d ;.a: IJisloadB lo T^’-voq 9rf;t X>£ib ,3©^jnii.;i^isIXq ^b’zbI'iJ
bellro ,Bo:©ct3XnIn s.td oaB Jllox*- Jo olJai'cduOj&'zedo I.'oiqYcT






B BBo ,0'ioJe'zedJ ,ysqtsx1 lol ta©* Xioriu orfT .xioiu-
oofT ^X’prfire orfe!" d'X’Xfj'' Jbev^iXaef rfoeq^Uc. od^ TtrlXerf'*’ cjoilsoxrp
T'^flirfoseo'’ erfl
. floX^^’BTooanc 0 cils noJjio benlnmen raond lo
XB9T0 lo eofiBd-acfjja orfd iGrfX {^X .xxb; bbv/ donudO arid lo
.
ledXB X’uX'xn.w lo Y-^oS edJ 'jo ooiiarfr.rf;ja edJ e.BMOoed
. A->ooXU a.Ui asiRooecT ©xxx^ lo aoxiQrfarfjja orfrf Lns noirfsio saxico
We may note here that this was one of the leading questions
put to Margery. Her answer - that she believed all the
Holy Church taught - exempts her of the charge of heresy.
In addition, she made avery clear statement of two Lollard
beliefs — that the substance of bread remained after
consecration and that unwcrrthy ministers could not
validly administer the sacraments — and clearly rejected
both. (P. 109)
Then she said:- ^Sirs, I believe in the sacrament
of the altar in this wise; that whatever man
hath taken the order of priesthood, be he ever so
vicious a man in his living, if say duly those words
over the bread, that our Lord Jesus Christ said
when He Made His Maundy among his disciples, where
He sat at the Supper, I believe that it His very
Flesh and Blood, and no material bread; and never
may it be unsaid, be it once said.*(P. 102)
This is enough to show clearly that I^largery was no Lollard,
but her insistence on speaking of religious things caused
her to be confused with the Lollard preachers. Her talk,
however unlike theirs, was ascetical and not doctrinal in
character, as would appear from her defense. ^P. 113) On
one occasion she was attacked as the daughter of Sir John
Oldcastle, who was a Lollard leader during the reign of
Henry V, He was more commonly known as Lord Cobham, from
his marriage to a Cobham heiress , After organizing a
rising in 1414 outside London he was captured and executed
in 1417.
This, then, was the religious bakcground of the age in
which Margery lived. It helps to throw some light upon her
sii : en>t 'io eiio 2BW alict ohUj'J' P'lorf ^J*0£r
fi/ut Il5 i)©voi:.f orf e:l3 oT.l..'- - 'lewaii© tcaB; . c& ^irq
.'jaoT');! 'io 0i>’irx'’o '^flo ":c len ad’qme)xs ~ do’iiriiO vIoi*
fjoLalloJ ow.i" lo cJ‘Xi0iGod’©^3 yiovb ©i)Bn e-ris ^aoz^l^DB nl
'xo^‘iB Jbonisme'i bBo^zo ‘ic e&nccJ’sd’f/a ©lict uai* -- a'leilocf
J'on JlIuoo :i:nxiu d-;^n^ bub acUBioosnoo
ijed-09i;6*i v,l'XB9lo Jbne — acjasiUBrcoBa oxIiJ’ loit ^inliiibs
( QOI ,^/ .iid-ocf
dB.a;.uj*xoBa 0il:‘ nl. 8veiled I tSilC*’ iieriT
HBxr levodBiV d.'3/Id- ;eaz\v aliicf ni: •r.Bd’lB exfd" ‘lo
Oo 10 V? 8x1 ecf tBO-.-ad’fcBliq 'lo iqbio si£j xisvf.ed" nd-Bxl
2B1QV; G'oOi(c)- x1Jj\C ‘j'i SXIl HX XIBITI R DlfcloXT
i3i£3 .-taiixIO asjsei^ Jbiod it/o c/bxW
<
OB^id srfj tsvo
orzedw ,s,:^Iqxo3ib aid ;:,rtoi£L;> Ybrn/sl^ sin oi'Br o)'‘ n^d”:
y/isv sld di; Joa'cr ovoxXod I <*ioqqi/ri dr, J-as eH
levoa tii.'<
;
baoicf oa bna ,boc'in i ns daol"
(aox. .S.) ’ . ’S 90JXO d'i ecf .blBarm ocf ct.t vsm
,X*_.cfXc>u. orr -siTw J-pxicI’ yX^tboIo voifs dsixcao al a IdT
i)93i;/^o suoxriXIsi lo Ynidaeqa no oonocfelpni. T9rf uU<f
1-''.
. a‘i&aox‘9iq 'nrio--!- eci* xWi'*r Jjosalftoo oi Oo lexl
111 I Ill'll oob Icfl 1-nr I-'^olloosB e.sw
^
oilexil siHIxiu lovo^rod
at' i:il dll .asao'ioi^ lerl xhoiI ifjeqqjc oLjow as tieloaifido
xtiloT- lo lolili.i/BJb 6xil SB boTxOBllii 3BW eds aciasoao eao
lo n;jl‘ 1 €.'dl sxilirfb ‘iRboal biB-CIoo s -sv/ oxlw ,f*IlaBobXo
trroil ,XTitulcfot b'lOwi sx3 mvoxoC yX-HOxucioo oiom aew oH .V
B :,Jix::lni3:3‘Xc 'xolin . oae'iisxi L'uexicfoO b ol STjR.ci'ijQirr sirl
beli'OexB bna Loiirlr-.-o sirrT oxi nobaod oMalao -Mi*! xrl rxiisli
.
'*'11^1 ni
III oys 'jd! lo bnaoi^orLid suoxyH©*! 8x11 sbv«^ ^rtexll ,axdT
isd noqu Irf . 11 onoa v/oifll oc aqled II . ^>ovxI dolxiv:
22
for it is against this background that we must take
Margery’s stature. There is little purely secular in her
writings; however^ she is nothing if not a religious
figure. No matter how we may eventually judge her, her
operation is in the religious field and her autobiography
purports to be the story of a soul on its way to God,
0yii3 .rejj£. bauo’i’r^'Aotid ^UiJ el lot
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We may now begin to investigate Margery's claims of
mysticism. This will necessarily involve a preliminary
discussion of mysticism itself, its definition and nature, its
ordinary manifestations and also its counterfeits, but first
let us understand clearly that Margery definitely affirms her
right to the title of mystic and is not content to be conceded
an ordinary position in the spiritual world. She will not
suffer herself to be dismissed as a run-of-the-mill devout
soul, and siny such cavalier treatment of her claims would only
lead us into error when we come to weigh all tne evidence and
attempt a final evaluation of her position. She claims con-
templative prayer; she lays claim to experiences that are
reserved to genuine mystics; she talks of visions,
revelations, and promises that are clearly extraordinary.
I stress once more that this is very significant so far as we
are concerned. It means that for us -- on the basis of these
claims — there are only three possible judgments left open;
that she is a genuine mystic and can claim kinship to such
chosen souls as St. Bridget, St. Catherine, and St. John of
the Gross; or she is falsely asserting mystic experiences
which would present her in the light of a religious hypocrite,
a pseudo- saint ; or she is deluded partially or entirely in her
iijaiHdU OIToYM L ’ ihCnOHi J-i
;wl£lo leE
‘lo cL-xlijj.0 o' e;Jr.3 i.J 6 £^vni Ov^ nijeci won
;;*iA?nIi!!l.;:e-iq B oviovxii v^^l-xtReejopn ill-'; aldT .me-toictav;-.
ac^j. tOT/jjan hn>j; nol;t Inx'ioiJ act! /iXescji ‘io aola&isoelb
Xa'ii'l cJucf , I'lajftdoo aJI oaiB iiTiB ativ.J;d-e;Ja$ iifiBj^i y.'xeiub'io
'i&fi T^ie^ Xn (‘xeiD j-rtrij \'X‘iBeio bixBa aianruj si/ ieX
Jbobdonoo ©cf o;J ^ne?noo »1 vn al ox^s^r.3 'lo eX^Xj arid’ od c/djji'i
don 11 iw eria .bX-iow iBJjdl'iIqa odd ni noidiaoq •/iBaib'Xo an
di/’-vei) IXii'.i-snX-lo-nu'i & so f/oaelnslb ecf od IXesTiofl •le'l'Xuz
^Xno bXuow smXoXo 'icn 'io dntaidaoij 'leXXoveo dons xrm baz ^iuotl
biin ooficx Xvo o.' d XXs naXoA od omoo ©« iieriw ‘loi'i© odnx an bn el
-noo SiUloXo ©xia .noidisoq ‘leri lo noidt^nXisve XsnXl u dqmedda
tj*i.w d/iiid noone.tioc xe cd mljsXo ft''i^BX eils ;xoY«*^q evXdcXqmed
tsnoiciv lo 3>iiBd Oils ;eoXde'^i eninnos od bev'tosoi
.
.iBaibioB'idxe yX'iouXo oaB dsad soaimo'iq Jbno tEnoIdoXove*!
e\’f so 'iBl oa dUBOllln^Xs v*iev aX eXnd doiid oiom oono eeo'ida I
Ooerid lo axeBt! e/id no -- su lol doxicr si-LOtiu di .bonioonoo o'ib
xiioqo dleX Bdn©jn3bi/t eXaxsaoq &o‘ixid o'xe .d - exilBXo
xiona od qixisnXii raXsXo njso biLS oxjcy3^l oriXuaes 2 X ©na dadd
lo niloL .dS bns isnX'ioxidBO .d2 td8^bX*x8 .dc. exj aXiros neaorlo
aoonjl'iaqxo oXds^m gnldisaaB tjXosXbI al ©ria 'ip itmo'tb ?'dr.
. ©dX'iooq^jrl e:/oX;?XX 0 T; b lo drl^lX oild nX len dneaeqq foXuow rioXriw
iDXi ni '^iXBxdieq b&buieh ex ©xle *^io ; dnxos •*‘^bnesq a
f
claims, which could only be true in the supposition of some
form of madness. A quotation will make clear her claims.
What we have to say on the second two possibilities will, it
is clear, tend to corroborate our verdict on her mystic claims.
If she werdproved mad, or a hypocrite, it would confirm the
impossibility of any mystic claims.
On one occasion Margery tells us, while she was praying.
Our Lord, "Ravished her spirit and said unto her:
Daughter, why weepest thou so sore? I
am coming to thee, Jesus Christ Who died
on the cross, suffering bitter pains and
passions for thee. I, the same Grod,
forgive thee thy^-sins to the utter most
point, and thous shalt never come to Hell
or Purgatory, but when thou shalt pass
out of this world, within a twinkling (f
an eye, thou shalt have the bliss of
Heaven, for I am tne same God that hath
brought thy sins to thy mind and made thee
to be shriven thereof. And I grant thee
contrition to thy life’s end. Therefore,
I bid thee and command thee, boldly call
me "Jesus Christ, thy love," for I am thy
love, and shall be thy love without end.
And, daughter, thou has a hair-cloth on
thy back. I will that thou put it away,
and I shall give thee a hair-cloth in thy
heart that shall please Me much better
than all the hair-cloths in the world.
Also, My dear worthy daughter, thou must
forsake that which thou lovest best in
this world, and that is the eating of
flesh. Instead of that flesh, thou shalt
eat of My flesh and blood, that is the
very Body of Christ in the Sacrament of
the altar. This is My will, daughter,
that thou receive My Body every Sunday,
and I shall flow so much grace into thee
that all the world snail marvel thereof.
Thou shalt be eaten and gnawed by the
people of the world as any rate gnaweth
stockfish. Dread thee naught, daughter,
for thou shalt have victory over all thy
GLnoi. 'lo iiold-l3oqqi/cj erlcf nl ©x/*ict ©o ',;Iao fcXuoo rioliit; ^ouinLo
. amiuiC' 'taii 'ijselo ©JieTii Xxlv/ rxoXcfxiO ox/p A .eecnfJBxn 1o ano'i
Jl ,J.J.iYf eeXo XXXcJXfep.oq ovj bnooee OiiJ no oa ©van ©w
.uiiilxiXo olctB^ci Tofi no ^nXi>‘i©v ‘li/o ©^tB^orfo^ioo oJ- bnecf tTe^do aX
©xij r.T'iXlfxoc JbXi/ow ^X » ©XXiot a no , bBm bevonc^enov/ aoB li
/
.anrXjrtXo olcta'^fni *10
e.Bw ©xie oXiiiw tRjj aXIect aoXefiooo eno nO
:n‘>£i octnn bXaa boB ctXnXqs lori berislvsH" »bnoa nx/o
Vonoa ixonX cieeqeev.' i£iw ^neJTigx;aa
baXb orOr' cj’Bl'ixiD ex/eoL tSe/fX cX snirioo ms ‘
Ln£ aniiiq *x JJIo ^ninf/ili/B tBaonc ©nJ no
tboX) ojLXBa ori;j‘ .©ericf no'X anoXaaBq
Jaom nfc- Xir ojXJ anla ooxir yvX^no'i
XXsH o:^ feiTtoo novon ala/ie anofiX bnb tXnXoq
aasq JXBxia norlJ neiiv; qj/cl ,7/10 no
b ^jnXXiiXiXwct n nXxictXw .bXnor aXiX« lo ^no
lo aaXXo 0X10 evBxx Jlana nuxIX
nd-£ii cferfc^ boD eniBa aai ma noj; tnevBeh
ooxlc!- oLviiu bna bxxlm \;iicj 00 i.xj.‘ic cfnAnoncf
aexii- jxtcna I bnA Aioenorf^ aavl'ids. ed ocf
lOno’isnodT .ba© a’o'XXX oJ noiaXndnoo
Xljao xS-blod biiBXumoo biio eenj- bid I
YriX mB 1 nol '\avoI tdeXnac anaeL'* exn
.fone jjt/xj/i'Xi> evoi Y^d eo IXena bfue ^©voX
no ddoXo- nxBii b sbxi noiid <n©dfi;^u£;b , bnA
oX ;J//q noxij dBxld IX iw 1 .Moad y^^
YxXj nX f£dOjLr>-nlBxf ^ eeiXa evi,-a XlBii?* I i ax?
necl'ded not/iu ail ©oBeXq XlBda ojond' dnaeil
• blnow Olid xiX ex{o oXo-nXBXi ©no IXb a^nd
dex/ia xjoxid ^nedri^uab vildnow nael:: y^ , >eXA
nX dead daevoX noxid rioXnw dBnd ajCaanol
‘lo anid.oe ©rid «i daxld bae ^blnow airid
dXxixx-. x/oxid t XaoIl darCd “lo bcedpnl . *.eXl
end aX daxld ^boold bna xiaaXl y^’^
*io dneiaanoBCi ©ri., nX deXndO 'lo vboef v;n©v
^nedxigi/Bb ^Iliw ax aXxi'X .naoXn arid
iY.^z>mie, Y/iBVQ Ybofi v:!- ©vXeoon x/orid d«xid
©exid odxil ooany xiox/in oa woXl XlBxia X fcns
.'Xoanaxid X©vn©ri IXnxia bXnow yxid XXb daild
Olid Yd be-waxia rxiB nadne ed dXariK iroxlT
fidewft'ft^ ©dan Yf'^ so Xlnov/ exid 'lo ©iqoeq
tn©drb:,u..b tdxigjjfixx ©odd biionU .xlaliAoods
Vila IXB nevo eVBxi dlBxie noxld no'i
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enemies, I shall give thee grace
enough to answer every clerk in the
love of God, I swear to thee by My
Majesty that I will never forsake
thee in weel or in woe. I shall help
thee and keep thee so that no devil
in hell shall part thee from Me, nor
angel in heaven, nor man on earth,
for devils in Hell may not, and angels
in Heaven will not, and man on earth
shall not. And, daughter, I will thou
leave thy bidding of many beads, and
tnink such thoughts as I shall put into
thy mind, I shall give thee leave to
pray till six of the clock, saying
what thou wilt. Thou shalt thou be
still and speak to me in thought, and
I shall give to thee high meditation
and very contemplation, (p,10)
This passage alone will suffice to show why we insist that
Margery cannot be dismissed as an ordinary devout soul, (And
similar passages are innumerable throughout the book, ) The
following points stand out:
1, She has communion with God, and whether it was an
external or internal vision matters not, (this point
will be taken up later, ) It is not given to ordinary
souls,
2, She is assured, not only of forgiveness of her sins,
but of the punishment deserved for them, which would
ordinarily entail suffering in ihirgatory (unless
expiated or remitted here on earth),
3, She can call Christ by a special title, “Jesus
Christ, thy love”,
4, She is to enjoy the privilege of communicating
pOFTp 1 . ;aimc)n8 vrf.
'iic itj yi'ieio 't'Z'V'. lowfiatj oj rl:'iUono
^.•'I \.v terl^- •ir.en«;i 1 ,;:-oi) lo ©vol
©ii-!e : ,>'i 1 7t*n lIJw' x ^oce^ei7i
>.lX©r llnW-. i. .©ov.' r,X *io ±eov. nl serld
livoi; Oil ca ©erl;J qeex :
^a;.i iao*!'! serici q'ljcq Xlhi:^ lleii nl
no n/:;.; -ro/! ^iii7©ou rii I©?^nje
bm.' ,.tcn IX oh ni ellvcb ‘lo'X
aj'T .© no Oiija ^Uon il^w ac-v><eH n.L
uoncJ 1 .d-on iX;.;n-:
ixi
:. ^Bj:>^ea v;rL»iin lo •,.nxi3Jbio y;sij
o^rij. Jif.:i x.L;;ii, I as cXrl^^uoiiX nox/a
oJ ©7ii©l ©aaj ©vi>-, XXtjfle i .onX/n ’^riX
^.iX ';£s ^'locXc t--xl3 *lo xXa Xi-.? \;n'iq
©d ijoiiu
. i^na uunT .dIXv» uond j 3£iw
bm* ^^tn^-^orio nx t>j.” od Kaaqa bnt. XXIX




.r- ,ljaXc^inejiioo y,‘iev brt©
rij xeXefil ©v.‘ vriw woria oo ©©I'l'ins Ixii^ ©noX/s egjsReBq aXaT
bnA) .Xx/oa Xnoveb ^nenXXvio na baaexrieXb eo Xoaruio
©£l‘T' ( .iii'ocf esij dx/oa./jjjonfiX) ©ida'ioiiurxmi a*':© 303©aa/-.q naXimla
;ct'jc aJriJoq .(nXvtXXcl
n.o bms ^bod ridXv rroXnnrxnoo e 9fi ©riS .L
^iijLOq aidq ) . cfon , cnodct-af.: noXaXv lijn-iarn l 'ro I^nnoXxG
ynsnXbxo oo novi^ Xcn '/.i dl ( .n^djaX qjj ne>t©X ©d XXXw
.aXx/oa
tiiiXa 'ton 'io ar. axi©7X3^0 'i Xo yXno don tbonns'i© cX ©ac. .X‘
bXnow rloXiiw ^riedd nol hf V'xoaen dfreniiip.Xnuq end lo dnc
aaexin/) ynodB;;i:ni/-i ni TininoXIna XX.odn© yXinx-nibno
• trldno© no oneii boddXxien no Jb©d£iqxs
sneso” ^©jdid XnJ.oeqH r, yd deinrlb XX«o nso ori&
."©vox yxij jdainnO
snXdBOxnjjiiauoo io ©j^eXlvinq ©nX 'v;o(;n© c.d ei eiiui .a
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sacramentally every week. This was an extraordinary
privilege reserved to very holy people in those ages.
5. The world is to marvel at the graces she will re-
ceive .
6. Although she will have many enemies, she will enjoy
a very special protection of God that will enable her to
triumph over all enemies, whether on earth or in Hell.
7. She is to enjoy "high meditation and very con-
templation” - high forms of prayer that mark the mystic.
8. She will have contrition to her life's end and enjoy
heaven immediately after. This refers to the grace of
final perseverance, something truly extraordinary. It
is heretical to claim this without a special revelation
on the matter, and it is remarkably uncommon that it
should be given.
This shows very clearly that Margery is asserting her
extraordinary claims and privileges that put her in the front
rank of mystics. But this is not all. God wishes her to wear
white clothes, the mark of maidenhood, that set her apart from
ordinary wives. She has numerous revelations and visions,
and tears of compunction and devotion that, she is told, are
”the highest and surest gifts that I give on earth”, (p.23)
Her prayers prevented the robbing of her companions, and
brought safety to them (pp.52,64); she receives absolution
from St. John the Evangelist (p.69) many thousands will be
saved through her (p.l70), and she knew and foretold the
no osw sxr;'’ ^^J[lf»jaeDU3T.Ofa
.:;ejiJ3 eaoiid nl eXqoeq t/Iou •\j;'iev o.i bevietio*!
II iw eiia at-c o‘i,^ ynct Ifcv-xoin oc^ a I hl'ic-w oriT .5
.
-vieo
^o(,ne IIIw Gtfis ^eelwexia ovaxi IIIvv pxta rij^iroxactlA .o
od
-I nri aldBiio IIIw JiwiI box' Ij noldoelo'^iq I.-^Ioeqe ,a
.IleH fil 'u» xid'^i.so xiu ‘^iexio' xiw taejl-it'xie IIb Ttvo xiqiux/I'id
-noo v/i.9V bfiB aoldolibyiu iv;J:xi’' ^c^ne ol ei exi.:.
.oIda\^n odd yiifurt dadd 'le'^nq to rfgli. - *'noldalqinod
^of.xie brra i.'nc. s ’ ©’111 r£ori od no Id >:jnoo ovnri S.liy/ ©ri<t ,b
lo eoQT[3 ©xid od aide*! sld'x .nadte 7101511) omml rreveeri
dj. .YTBnlhqoBqdxe ^lo-id ^rrlrfdoraoa tOonfiT:evoaT:oq Isnlt
iioidalovtj-i Isloeqe a duorf H:\/ al'^d rrtI/-Io od XBoIdensxi si
dl dand rromci 'oru/ Ylcfejf'iBoie-i a I dl bne t'xsddom ©x'd no
.a<*-vl3 ecf blxxcxlf:
non ^nldneecn al \ne3'i5iii dxixtd ^Inaolo /nov awons sIxlT
dno'i'l arid nl non duq daxid sogsllvlnq bxn? i.x.IeIo ^nenibnoandx©
naew cd non aericlw b«>L' .IIb joxi bI eind dxxo . cld8\;i« to lixien
mont drxBqB noxX doe dojrTd tbooxineblnn to sincxx oxid ,eerjdoIo edlxi>
t8XioIaIv bno ariold-eleven auone.irjjf: aari en'c .eevlw ^nanlbno
ena «bIod al orie ,dBrid noidovob btiB rioxdoni/qxnoc* to e iBtd bnn
XCS'.(i) .‘Vidnne no ovig I daxid edtig desnna baa debrislxi oxid”
bns .anolnaqmoo neri to gnlddon ©rid bodnovonq eno^unq nail
rxoIduIoedB aovii oon oxie ( ^.X^Otbvo.qq) werXd od \;detfaa drXgXJond
od Ii.iw ebxi'iax/orid Tfinoi ((^o.q, dcIIojjriBva srfd xirloL .dc. xuont
•jild blodonoi bna w©n>L orle bit© iCOVI.q) nan xl^nonrid bevBi.
future (pp. 32, 37, 43). There is another grace also, truly
extraordinary, and worth quoting in full.
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Daughter, I promise thee the same grace
that I promised St. Catherine, St. Margaret,
St, Barbara, and St. Paul, in so much that
what creature on earth unto the Day of Doom
asketh thee any boon and believeth that God
loveth thee, he shall have his boon or else
a better thing. Therefore, they that be-
lieveth that God loveth thee, they shall be
blessed without end. The souls in Purgatory
shall rejoice in thy coming home, for they
know well that God loveth thee specially.
And men on earth shall rejoice in God for
thee, for He shall work much grace for thee,
and make all the world to know that God
loveth thee. Thou hast been despised for my
love and therefore thou shalt be worshipped
for My love.
Daughter, when thou art in heaven, thou shalt
be able to ask what thou wilt, and I will
grant thee all thy desire. I have told thee
before time that thou art a singular lover
and therefore thou shalt have a singular love
in Heaven, a singular reward, and a singular
worship, (p.42)
Claims ” Spiritual Marriage '*
;
There is a final clinching argument for Margery's having
claimed mysticism in its highest states. She claims that she
enjoyed the phenomenon known as the "Spiritual Marriage", which
is, according to St. Teresa and St. John of the Cross, the last
and most perfect degree of spiritual union. ^ We purpose now to
explain what this marriage is and afterwards show clearly that
Margery claimed to enjoy it. It is important. Anyone laying
claim to the "Spiritual Marriage" explicitly lays claim to
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mysticism. We must investigate the term first of all.
It is difficult to find terms and comparisons to ejspress
the spiritual reality of the soul’s close union with God. The
closest earthly comparison is the \inion of man and woman in
matrimony, and therefore, it was, a priori, to be expected that
spiritual writers should draw upon this comparison in their
halting attempt to clothe spiritual truths in terms the
ordinary mind can grasp. It is also, a priori, to be expected
that many of a modern generation, blase^ and far more
experienced in profane rather than divine love, and reared in
Freudian concepts uncritically accepted and weaJily understood,
would lift ein eyebrow and speak of eroticism on the part of
mystics. That is regrettable but unavoidable, and it is to be
expected especially from those who are not well acquainted in
hagiography and are brought face to face with these terms in
tne lif^of one mystic without beirig aware of the broad
traditioii that is behind them. A reference to this term by
Msgr. Farges may help to clarify it further.^
In order to understand it, let us first
rememberthat God, Who in the Holy
Scriptures is called Creator, Lord and
Master, Shepherd, Physlcieui, Father and
Friend, seems to prefer to all these
titles that of Spouse of our souls
because it expresses more vividly His
tenderness and the sacred union which
His grace wills to establish between
Himself and the faithful soul.
1. "Mystical Phenomena", Msgr. Albert Farges, pp. 174,175
• XXe lo ecfasUsevni ctai/ai ©V< .Cis io J:;?8^
sce-itf3C8 oo enocl'ificjmoo aanea bnil Sluoil'llb ei 3l
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XLoK ©rid nX oiiVx ^boO d-rrid^-.edaem&'i
hn a b'XOii t'xoda©‘xO b©Xx©o bX E ©TLUdqX'lOS,
Xvxtrf 'leridaS' tOfc^XoXa'Cri't tbTC©riq©xI8 ^*i©d«JiM
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aXT+ B’*;ojn ~b©bfift*iqx© dX ©abAbod
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^.\’Iti^VX .qq d'xedlA . 13©^ i'‘ineXKorx&fi‘i XAOide'^M
However strange such expressions as
spouse, bride, and marriage may
appear to men who are still worldly
and carnal, lacking in the sense of
spiritual things and ignorant of the
language of divine love, they are so
often and boldly employed by our
sacred Books, so inseparable from
Catholic dogma and theology, that we
may not pass them by unnoticed nor
suppress them, without deeply
mutilating the Christian religion
Itself.
Msgr. Farges goes on to remind us that such terms were
used by Our Lord, St. Paul, the writers of the Apocalypse and
the Canticle of Canticles, and by the Fathers and Doctors of
the Church through the ages. So much for the term "Spiritual
Marriage" and kindred expressions. Needless to say, Margery
uses these expressions often. As for the reality itself, Msgr.
Farges, relying on the words of numerous mystics, defines it;
It is an experimental knowledge, and
a profound and permanent consciousness,
not only of the presence of God in the
soul, but also of His most intimate,
familiar, and indissoluble union
therewith.^ Experimental knowledge
is common to all mystic union with
God. That which cons tltu tes the
specific character of spiritual marriage
is at the same time the perfectness of
the Intimacy of this union, in a greater
light unmixed with darkness, its
indissoluble character, and also the
stability or permanence^of the conscious-
ness of it in the soul.'^ And it is this
stage, as Msgr. Farges puts it, that
"crowns and completes on earth the
mystical ascension of the soul in the
Christian life."®
1. "Mystical Phenomena", p. 176
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
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It is interesting and useful here to describe from the
life of a saint the vis ion called the "Betrothal" that is
the preliminary to the "Spiritual Marriage" and resembles it
very closely in most details. One is the pledge of divine
marriage; the other is the fulfillment of that pledge.
On the 9th of April, 1542, being Easter
Day, says her biographer, Catherine,
finding herself in her cell towards the
early morning, Jesus Christ appeared to
her clothed in glory, carrying a
resplendent cross on His shoulder, and
wearing a magnificent crown on His Head,
accompanied by the glorious Virgin Mary,
His Mother, St. Mary Magdalen, St, Thomas
Acquinas, and another blessed one of her
order. Her cell was immediately filled
with a blinding light, and a multitude of
angels, gracefully arrayed, were drawn
up in order in the air, bearing in their
hands various musical instruments. At
the sight of so much majesty, Catherine
was filled with a great fear, and having
fulfilled the prescriptions of obedience,
prostrated herself three times on the
ground in adoration of Jesus, Then the
most holy Mother of God begged her divine
Son to be pleased to take Catherine for
His bride. Jesus readily consented, and
while the Blessed Virgin presented Him
with the hand of His humble betrothed.
He drew from His ovm ring-finger a
shining ring, which He Himself placed
on the first finger of the left hand of
Catherine, saying to her, 'My daughter,
receive this ring as a pledge and
testimony that thou art mine and wilt be
mine forever. * And when Catherine
desired to declare to Him her gratitude,
finding no words adequate to the favor
she had just received, the angels
suddenly began to draw so sweet a melody
from their instruments that it seemed
her cell had become a Paradise, Jesus
then exhorted her to practise humility,
obedience, and all Christian virtues;
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and after having im de her taste
some of the pure and ravishing
joys of the mind which he reserves
for His beloved spouses. He dis-
appeared with all His company*^
Sometimes it is the Divine Child who appears in the
"Betrothal” that is preliminary to the "Spiritual Marriage"
(e.g. in the case of St. Catherine of Bologna, St. Rose of
Lima, and others). Some times the vision is sensible. But a
purely intellectual vision without images suffices according to
St. Teresa. The ceremony of the ring is usually found; it
may be omitted, however, when it is the Christ-Child Who
appears.
We may turn now to the account of Margery Kempe where she
files her claim to this same mystic phenomenon. Her experience
took place in the Church of the Apostles in Rome on St. John
Lateran’s Day. The Father of heaven^?o^her
:
Also the Father said to this creat\ire:
Daughter, I will have thee wedded to
My Godhead because I shall shew thee
My secrets and My counsels, for thou
Shalt live with Me without end. (p.74)
And then the Fatner took her by the
hand (ghostly) in her soul, before the
Son and the Holy Ghost; and the Mother
of Jesus and all the twelve Apostles
and Saint Katherine and Saint Margaret
and many other saints and holy virgins
with a great multitude of angels,
saying to her soul:
’I take thee, Margery, for My wedded
wife, for fairer, for fouler, for
richer, for poorer, so that thou be
1 "Mystical Phenomena", p.l78
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kindly and gentle to do as I
bid thee for, daughter, there
was never a child so gracious
to its mother as I shall be to
thee, both in weel and in woe,
to help thee and comfort thee.




This passage, in conjunction with what we know of the
’’Spiritual Marriage” from the lives of the mystics, is con-
clusive. The details are similar; the words of the Father are
explicit. Margery, therefore, is laying claim here to the
highest mystical union and, because of that, she can never be
cited merely as an ordinarily pious soul. Without further ado,
and without the slightest danger of exaggeration, we can say thal
by virtue of her own words she must rank with the greatest
saints and most highly privileged souls. Ordinary, Margery was
not, though this is the treatment given to her by many re-
viewers, Whatever other category she may fit into, this at
least is unsuitable. She thrust herself stridently upon the
notice of the 15th century with her claim to high mysticism,
and in her ”Book” she continues to do the same today.
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A STUDY OP MYSTICISM I
Pre suppositl ons noted ;
In order to judge of Margery's claims, we must examine
the nature of mysticism and correlate our findings with the
facts given in her "Book". But let us note, first of all,
that we make no pretense of presenting a apolegetic treatise
on this subject. If someone denies the existence of God or a
spiritual soul, or the possibility of God's communcation^ith
it, then for him there can be no such thing as genuine
I
mysticism at all, and he will find nothing inthese pages to
refute his views. He could make an "a priori" condemnation of
Margery without need of any testimony at all. The verdict
would be that she was deluded if not wilfully deceiving. For
such a person we should first have to establish the religious
foundations with such proofs as are to befound in the "Summa
theologica" of St. Thomas and his "Summa contra Gentiles". And
even preliminary to that we might caution him with the words of
William James who says, with regard to the mystics' claims:
It must always remain an open
question whether mystical states
may not possibly be superior points
of view, windows through which the
minds look out upon a more extensive
and inclusive world.
^
But all this is beyond the scope of our treatment. and we are
entitled to prescind from such a position. But, granted these
things, we shall still have to consider the nature of mysticism
1. William James, "Varieties of Religious Experience" 4P.fi
("'5.
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.1. JL ,Li^ 'i • ^
and its findings and the light it sheds upon Margery. We
shall have occasion to quote from two works recognized as
authoritative in this field, "Western Mysticism" by Dorn
Cuthbert Butler, and "Mystical Phenomena" by Msgr. Albert
Farges.^ In addition we shall have occasion to refer to
"The Spiritual Life" by Adolphe Tanquerey, which is used as a
text-book in many seminaries. (This latter has an excellent
bibliography that treats of the different shcools of mysticism
chronologically from earliest times to the present.)
Loose definitions ;
In the prologue to his "Western Mysticism", Abbot Butler
gives a useful Introduction to this subject.
There is probably no more misused word
in these our days than "mydticism". It
has come to be applied to many things of
many kinds: to theosophy, and Christian
Science; to spiritualism and clair-
voyance; to demonology and witchcraft,
to occultism and magic; to weird
physical experiences, if only they have
some religious color; to revelations
and visions; to other worldliness or
even mere dreaminess and impracticability
in the affairs of life; to poetry and
painting and music of which the motif
is unobvlous and vague. It has been
identified with the attitude of the
religious mind that cares not for dogma
or doctrine, for church or sacraments;
it has been identified also with a
certain outlook on the world - a seeing
God in nature, and recognizing that the
material creation in various ways
symbolizes spiritual realities; a
1. "Western Mysticism", Dom Cuthbert Butler
"Mystjc al Phenomena", by Msgr. Albert Farges
"The Spiritual Life", Adolphe Tanquerey
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a beautiful and true conception,
and one that was dear to St.
Francis of Assisi, but which is
not mysticism according to its
historical meaning. And, on the
other side, the meaning of the
term has been watered down: it
has been said that the love of God
is mysticism, or that mysticism
Is only the Christian life lived on
a high level; or that it is Roman
Catholic piety in extreme form.
Against all this stands the perfectly
clear, traditional, historical mean-
ing, handed down in the Christian
church throughout the centiiries, not
subject to confusion of thought until
recent times.
Synonymous with passive contemplation ;
Here it is necessary to explain that in
the Latin Church the word used was not
"mysticism" but "contemplation". The
word "mysticism" was originally used in
connection with the Greek mysteries,
as the Eleusinian. The Christian use
of the word is due to the writer now
known as pseudo-Dionysius, probably of
the fifth century, who gave the title
"Mystical Theology" to the little
treatise that was the first formulation
of a doctrine on the subject. Though
this treatise was at an early date
translated into Latin and became well
known in the West, the old word
"contemplation" held its ground so that
"mystical" did not become current until
the later Middle Ages, and "mysticism"
is a quite modern word. Consequently,
"contemplation" is the word that will
be met with in St. Augustine, St.
Gregory, and St. Bernard, to designate
what is now commonly called "the mystical
experience". (Margery, we note, refers to
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"high meditation and very con-
templation", and not to mysticism.)
The claim consistently and unequivocally
made by a whole line of great mystics
found, perhaps, its simplest and most
arresting expression in these words of
St. Augustine: ’My mind in the flash
of a trembling ^ance came to Absolute
Being, That Which Is’.^ This claim, as
uttered by Augustine, has been recognized
as the claim of the mystics, and has been
formulated by recent writers of various
schools of thought in such ways as these:
j
A (conscious) direct contact of tne soul with
j
Transcendental Reality (God),^
k direct and objective intellectual int\iition
of Transcendental Reality.^
The establishing conscious relation with the
Absolute.^
The soul's possible union in this life with
Absolute Reality.^
Abbot Butler's book gives direct quotations from the
important mystics in illustration of this claim. I am insert-
ing one citation, both as illustration, and because the
treatise from which it is taken was known to Margery Kempe.
For at the first time when thou dost
(this work), thou findest but a dark-
ness, and as it were a cloud of
unknowing, thou knowest not what, sav-
ing that thou feelest in thy will a
naked intent unto Gk)d. This darkness
and this cloud is, howsoever thou dos^,
betwixt thee and thy God, and telleth
thee that thou mayest not see Him
1. St. Augustine, "Confessions" VII, 23
2. Pr. A.B. Sharpe, "Mysticism", p. 74
3. Ibid., p. 96
4. Evelyn Underhill, "Mysticism", p, 97
5. Hasting's "Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics", IX, 83
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clearly by light of -understanding
in thy reason, nor feel Him in
sweetness of love in thine
affection. And therefore shape
thee to bide in this darkness as
long as thou mayest, evermore cry-
ing after Him that thou lovest.
For if ever thou shalt feel Him or
see Him, as it may be here, it
behove th always to be in this cloud -
in tnis darkness. And if thou wilt
busily travail as I bid thee, I trust
in His mercy that thou shalt come
thereto.
Then will he sometimes peradventure
send out a beam of ghostly light
.
piercing this cloud of -Unknowing
that is betwixt thee and Him; and
shew thee some of His privity
,
the
which man may not, nor cannot speak .
Then shalt thou feel thine affection
inflamed with the fire of His love,
far mo re than I can tell thee, or may
or will at this time. For of that
work that falleth only to God, dare
I not to take upon me to speak with
my blabbering fleshly tongue: and
shortly to say, although I durst I
would do not.^ The writer of this
anonymous English treatise of the
14th century is evidently speaking
of a mystic darkness and of momentary
mystic contact with God through it.
The whole passage ties in well with
similar utterances of St. John of the
Cross and of St. Teresa. St. John
of the Gross, e.g., terms this "Cloud
of Unknowing" the "Dark Night of the
Soul" and the "beam of light" is for
him the "touch of knowledgeand of
sweetness" or, plainly, a "certain
contact of the soul with Divinity".^
1. "The Cloud of Unknowirg", cc. 3, 26 (Italics mine)
2. St. John of the Cross, "Dark Night of the Soul, ii* c.23
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INot asceticism;
!
Mysticism must not be confused with asceticism; it is far
I
removed from it. Msgr. Parges stresses this, and it is
I
^
important here since we are emphasizing that Margery Kempe was
not merely a pious soul, or ascetic, striving for perfection,
but that she laid claims to genuine mysticism - something far
i
different. Says Msgr. Parges:^
) In fact this confusion has not always
!;
been avoided by most eminent Catholic
writers, such as Pere Gratry and many
I
others. It has even ended by finding
a place in the ordinary language of
j
literature. Every inqDulse towards a
!
perfect life or an ideal is imputed to
,
mysticism; even more, all piety, every
religious sentiment, is labelled mystic,
I
so that the word is made to embrace every
manifestation of Christian, or even
I
simply religious, life. Yet nothing is
more inexact, as we shall see.
'!
!
The “Three Ways*' ;
To make tnis clearer, let us recall to our minds the
j
classical idea of the Three Ways
.
^ The religious soul, in
I
its ascent towards God, begins by freeing itself from the
j
bonds of sin and evil habit. During this struggle, usually
j
painful and laborious, the predominating virtue, that which
I
has the greatest force, is the fear of God and his judgments,
|!
I
"the beginning if wisdom", as says the Psalmist: inltlum
saplentlae timor Domini . This first preparatory phase of the
I Christian life has been called the way of purification, or
purgative way.^
1. Msgr. Parges, "Mystical Phenomena", pp, 5/6
2. These pertain to asceticism, but are a preparation for at
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IThe second begins when tn© soul, oeing
freer from the trammels of sense and
concupiscence, endeavors to obtain a
better understanding of revealed truths
and to make them enter into its life by
the positive practiceof the virtues,
thus reflecting in its conduct the light
of faith. Whence the name illuminative
way given to this period, in which the
dominant note is no longer fear, but a
more or less selfish love of God,
Christian hope.
59
Finally, in the third period, the pure
love of God opens for the soul the vast
field of the perfect life, known as the
unitive way. To please God - this is
the habitual yearning of such a soul.
All other selfish motives are effaced,
or at least subordiife ted to this one
desire. Although the soul has not yet
achieved union with eternal blessedness,
and is still far short of so doing,
nevertheless this stage is like a far-
off foretaste thereof; it is a final
stage, a stage of relative repose on this
earth, and thus we may finally call it
the unitive and perfect life.
This distinction between the three states
or ways, corresponding with the outset,
the progress, and tne achievement of
spiritual life, must not be taken in too
absolute a sense. Doubtless there is no
hard-and-fast boundary, which would
exclude all nope from fear or all love
from hope. Nor, indeed, is any state so
perfect that no return of temptation or
struggle is absolutely assured. It is
enough for these three states to be thus
distinguished by their dominant note,
and such, in this sense, is the teaching
of theologians, be they Thomists,
Suarezians, or Scotists.* Moreover,
Innocent XI, in 1687, condemned as
1. Schools of Catholic theology named after their chief
representatives that differdn their explanation of certain
controverted questions* '
Sniec tli/oe ©aaCT xionw enljjsd bnooee exlT
ean©^; lo p.ieiftnwi;! oitc^ dk')^*! nee'i'i
jfs nlisdcfo 03 eiovjB©bri© toonoociquonoo
crfd^pi3 fooloevot lo i^nlbasda’ic^iafuj Todjecf
^cf ©‘iia ojnJt tlsoHo ci^ii o3 bruj
teeij^rriv en'3 ‘ioooi.to4;'tq evidieoq oii3
tffijijtX erf'ct 3ouijftoo nl s^^X306lle*i ex/rict
©xnBn Gild PonftrfW .riXXa'i lo
©ri3 jToMv.' ni tbolTCoq eXf(3 o3 n&vis yjsw
A itv/c» T[©3noI Oil bX a3on jfiJbaJu»iOi)
vbot) \o tvol rinXlIaf;. p-cal *k> ©ion
. EKiOfi ^RX^^3i1^lO
9ijjq eri3 tboxi4?q L-iIii3 &ii3 al tXlljaxrr?
;/aBv &rl3 ixroB end ioi aa©qo- boi)- lo ©voX
oii3 Q8 fwrorx:^ ^©'ilX ©o3 lo bXdXl
ai aIrLd - bcO eaxsoXq oT
.Xijoa B aouQ lo„ iBu^ idan' ©oa
tbeoBllo ei© aovJt^on* *:isXlXx>e i©x<3o XXA
©no alriJ' o:/ be3 nlbiody© lafeal ‘3m io
di>x afid Xxfoa exi3 ilsjJod3Xx .eixaeb
teaeiibeaesld laxtiea© rf3lA' noXiixr boveinoij
tjjnXob Ofj lo 3ioria lisl XXX3 k ex biia
-%B'l Q ©iill aX®©3J83a eXfid aaoXeri3'isv©fi
Infiil A aX 3l tloeieda ©aa33©io'i llo
«Xii3 no ©soqei ©vljjalei lo eg©3e a <9SB3a
jX IXmo ^ixBnXl \BiM ©w ai/xiJ btiB ,ricri©8
.©IIX 3o0li©q bn© ©vX3Xn;/ ©ri3
a©3B3a eeixi.3 exl3 xieowded aoX3o£iX3RXb axn?
t3ea3iJ‘o edj ddXw ^nXbrroqa ©1100 10
lo dnacxt'VoXxlojti ei'',3 txiB taeeigoiq efl3
oo3 aX rt&)fie3 od 3oa 3eunx t©lXX XB.rj3X'iXqe
on aX 9i€>ii3 Be&X3cfxj‘oCl .oenea b ©duloede
bljjoKv- doiiiw t-^iBbnirod 3ax;l-bnM-biiiri
©voX IXb 10 1B©1 noil ©qoxi Xla ebuloxQ
03 o3b3c; ijius ex tbeebnX tioPI .aqoxf noil
10 . noX3ajqxrt©3 lo nii/3©i on 3bii3 3o©li0q
aX 3x .boix/eexs -^^Xedi/XoacfB aX ©XsjBxrida
sjjn3 ed o3 a ©363 a ©e‘iiX3 ©e©jcl3 10I nanon©
t©3ori 3nsxiXnob iX©xi3 ^cf ben8luanX3aXb
;^i.XiioBo3 ©n3 sX t©cn6B cXxi3 nX ^nowe bnj8
tfi^aXiaoxi’^ -^©113 ©d tafisXgoXo©xl3 lo
tievofeioM ^.e3eX3ood 10 ^8XlBX5e1©iJ8
SB b^nxflebnoo tVSOX nX ^iX 3n©oonnx
IsXno iXsfi3 i©31b bexaan \:aoXo©d3 oXXod3aO lo aloorioo
Xb3i9o lo noXdjBnfiXc.x.© lieria nl.'iEllXb 3©fI3 e©vX3B3nfcc©iq&i
1 .eaoX3e©iJp b©3ievoi3noo
temerarious a proposition of Molinos
which denied this fundamental
distinction between the three ways,
and treated it as absurd.
Four kinds of prayer :
To these three stages on the path of holiness correspond
four degrees of prayer, oral, mental, affective, and prayer of
simple regard. The prayer of the beginner is at first oral.
He spends the period of prayer in reciting prayers from some
book. Prom this he passes on to mental prayer or meditation.
The mind, in meditation, reflects upon the different truths
of religion, passing from one truth to another, for instance,
that God is creator, has absolute rights over his creatures,
that sin violates these rights, and this necessitates for-
giveness and atonement. In the course of time, the beginner,
by a nat\aral process, more easily perceives the steindard
truths without discursive reasoning, and his prayer tends to
grow affective. The time is passed in making frequent acts of
faith, hope, and love, and the other virtues. This
corresponds to the illuminative stage. These affective acts
tend to become more simple, and gradually the soul is
occupied with one act over a ioriger period of time. We thus
come to what is known as the jz* ayer of simple regard, called
active or acquired contemplation, when the soul habitually
practices this affective lingering on one truth for a longer
period of time. This degree of prayer corresponds to the
T'vjfi loltt ‘ic aoiw Isoqo'xcr b nuoi.'iB‘i«iT:c-rr
XB^ai iaBtiLUl «Xxic^ be-iftf'L x-oiiiv?
t bi,J ffeevpJ-ed noid baXJ’elJb
.b*IiJ3dB R..! d‘X b'^oAC'!? bn.'.’
bnoqs6‘^£’ioo a^anxloil 'io luX q oiicf oenri^ ocexij oT
j:o hfi.^ t»viv.o.©Tl£ tXiiJiiem tljts'io 'io eee'r^-ob nL^ol
,Ib»io .tan XI eta ai nonxiiasd aricj 'io ne^anq aril .b-iugen elqale
oLioR iit< n'i loan iij. lo bolno.i erii sbneqc oH
.noX:teJiba*it *io ne'j^.anq X«ctnf*iU oct no aeeaBc' ed eiriJ iiion*^ cjioocf
a'‘iJnnJ OiW noqu edooX'ie'i iXioXctadlbafli ni tbnim ©rlT
^eonrfvic.i’X nc/i .ne wonja oj rid-i/nd eno mon'i anXeaaq tCiolaXIon lo
teo'ir/daent' ein novo sdrigln Ov'x/Coecffi asrf t’loajseno aX boi;’ etodet
-‘xol atstajlaa^oofi eirid bnt- ^KdrigiT: ©8 ©no e'jdi^Xoiv nie d’isriX
tneini-Xaed ‘io oe nl .dxiofiioxioetB bciB aeenovxc-
b'caXiuiJL- v/l3 -©v 't onoq ^xidcs e *.ir: t 2 Box '- ': ... J.B £c;ct.8n b
oJ :.'b»iXGd n©’,..jJ‘iq aXri bn.-i t^.n.Lnofi/\6;’i ovXn' nn-'.Xb :^uod:*b sridiner
Xo aetjs vnea'pe-ix grt ‘.''jX'Im . nl b raiiq si axnid od'" . av id^. ©lla wona
alriT .eot-X'ilv nv-njo iiiCt bno ,evci hnp toqori ^rfetlB*!
sXOB eVaXoaTla &.8eu.’’ .dgBda evldenlccu/IXi erid va.- ebno<ie©'T‘io.o
al J.W08 edc ’.'i .-'lybana bm-. t oX ,.inl8 enom tmcood od bned
airdo or . ^-inld 'io r-o.t-roq n©.gioi b novo doa ©no £;ldXY> bolqnooo
bi'IlBo .bnag©'! oxc,xi;i?*. io jq exjd sb nworpi i:i dBiiv/ od &raoo
^XXBajlda/l ix/os e^id inold'iXqcisdnoo be-il<Ji < OB no ov.tdOB
negrioX e no'! n.'tjf’id rho no gnlneanlX ovldoeTia elxid ssoidojsnq
arid od ebnoqeannoo *iox;-^n :5 lo senseb BbrlT ,omid lo bulnc-q
unitive way. It is the teaching of theologians that with
ordinary grace, any ascetic, if he applies himself, can attain
to this acquired or active contemplation, and, as a matter of
fact, many devout souls, both those in religion and those
active in the world, do attain this degree of prayer.
Bishop Hedley observes:
It is the very aim of the teaching of Father
Baker and his school that "extraordinary"
prayer (contemplation) should be an ordinary
state for Christian souls; for priests, for
religious, for devout layfolk, and for the
poor and imlearned, who love God with all
their he art.
^
Such is the ordinary development of spirituality —
the field of ascetic practice that is the foregro\ind of
mysticism. But it is to a higher ground that we must ascend
if we are to understand the claims of Margery -i^^empe and such
mystics as Catherine of Siena and Bridget of Sweden. To
return to the explanation of Msgr. Parges;
The "unitive way" however, to which re-
ference has just been made, branche
s
off in two different directions, both of
which lead the soul towards it ever
closer union with God, but by different
methods and roads. The one is active
,
and calls for our efforts at all costs;
the other passive
,
under the hand of G^
,
in a very short moment, and calls only
for our consent. The former is the
ordinary and longer road, the other, a
"short cut". In the one we walk on foot,
in the other God bears us on the wings
of His Grace, without any merit of our
own, other than our readiness to be led.^
1. Bishop Hedley "Prayer and Contemplation" P.12
2. "Mystical Phenomena", P.6
aiueisclcija^ *lo sn-i^^osecf ©xi? ei :tl ©vijiaa
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St. Theresa used to warn her sisters against thinking
that there is but one way of attaining to union and perfection;
As I told you, she said to them, it
is important to understand that God
does not lead all souls by the same
way,. .thus, because all the nuns in
this convent practice prayer, it does
not follow that they all must be con-
templati ves. • • • she who is without it,
yet follows the co\insels I have given,
will attain great perfection. It may
be that she will gain far more merit,
as she has to work harder on her own
acco\mt.^
To return to Msgr. Farges once more;
If the soul follows the ordinary ways of
Providence, it remains always active
and master of itself; on the other hand,
in the extraordinary ways, it becomes at
certain moments passive in the nands of
the Holy Spirit, who takes possession of
it, and suspends its powers more or less,
and acts in it and through it. Such, for
example, are the mystical phenomena of
infused recollection, of the prayer of
quiet, full union, ecstj^sy, raptures, and,
so much the more, visions, prophesies, and
all the other marvelous happenings which
depend in no way upon the will of souls thus
favored, but solely upon the good pleasure
of God.
If we desire to produce them ourselves, we
are not even slightly successful. In the
ordinary way, however, the practice of the
virtues depends entirely on the personal
effort of the Christian, on his merits and
prayers, and needs only the cooperation of
ordinary divine grace, which is never refused
to prayer and merit.
1, "Mystical Phenomena", P.7
St. Teresa "Way of Perfection", Ch.XVII; of. XVIII, XIX, XX.
"Interior Castle", 1st M.
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For instance, every Christian is able
to practice interior acts of penitence,
of faith, hope, and charity, or exterior
acts of virtue, such as visiting the
poor. It will always be possible for
him, with good will, to succeed at
least a little, and tne more generous
efforts he raaKes, the more new graces
will he merit for succeeding even better,
as St, Thomas says; qui plus conatur ,
plus habet de gratia
.
(In Matt. XXV, 15)
(This is asceticism. ) But the phenomena
of quiet, ecstasy, rapture, or even those
of vision and prophesy, depend in no way
on our personal efforts, nor even on our
merits. They are gifts of God entirely
gratuitous, because they are necessary,
neither to salvation nor to that Christian
perfection towards which we ought to strive,
and ar^nfused by His grace into certain
privilege^d souls.
^
Not ” >4hletlsm” ;
All the authors of the spiritual life stress tne need of
the soul's cooperation with grace in the ordinary states of
the spiritual life. Different schools may differ in their
methods, Benedictines, Jesuits, Franciscans, Redemptorists,
etc,, proffer different counsels andmethods, but all unite
in condemning the ”Q,uletism” or passivity of Molinos,
Ordinarily the shoul is in active cooperation with grace.
The idea of working for passivity or the Oriental trance is
sternly rejected. But in the very highest stages of prayer
there are occasional moments of pure passivity, Msgr. Farges
may be again Invoked to describe this:
There are, however, exceptional and
passive states. But this passiveness,
far from being voluntary or arising
1. Note; Michael Molinos (Born 1640, Spain) advocated
complete passivity (even the wildest and most evil
thoughts should not be resisted).
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from the soul’s free choice, must
come from the good pleasure of God,
who taices hold of the already more
or less perfect -- at times of the
very imperfect -- to convert them
into vessels of election and to fill
them with heavenly light and with most
marvellous gifts. Here, then, begins
the domain of mystical theology. It
is from the moment at which there comes
into play the grace of God operating
alone without our concurrence, when,
as St. Theresa says, it is God that
does all, that the soul ceases to be
completely active and must abandon
itself to the guidance of God and to
those extraordinary states to which it
may please him to raiseit; its
acquiescence alone is needed.
Here is a comparison which has already
been made use of to fix the boundaries
of these two domains. The birds which
fly through the air that enwraps the
earth rise the higher, the more
vigorous the beating of their wings.
But beyond that stratum of air, and in
ethereal space, they are no longer able
to make any way, even with redoubled
effort. There they find a new and
totally different region in which they
cannot even breathe or live. God alone
can bear them up there: It is useless
for them to beat their wings: They
must give up the old methods and take
to new. Then only is it that one must
let God act, and act oneself as little
as possible
We have thus arrived at the most advanced stage of the
spiritual life, passive contemplation, when the soul’s action
ceases under overwhelming grace — andit is only here that we
1. ‘'Mystical Phenomena", P,9
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can properly begin to speak of mysticism. There is a contro-
versy as to whether or not all are called to this "passive”
contemplation, and there ar4,two schools of thought on the
matter. Pere Poulain has an excellent treatment of the
subject. But we can prescind entirely from this controversy.
It suffices for us to know that Margery Kempe claimed to enjoy
the very highest form of mysticism, and laid further claim to
such experiences as placed her in the category of the very
highs st mystics, such as St. Teresa, St. John of the Cross,
St. Catherine of Siena, and St. Bridget of Sweden for she not
only makes extraordinary claims but describes a personal
experience which she claims to be the "Spiritual Marriage" --
which is the climax of the highest mystic union with God.
Possibility of deception :
We have now considered the nature of mysticism and the
express or implied claims of Margery Kempe to be a mystic.
It might be well now to consider what authorities in this
field have to say about the possibility of deception and to
assemble the criteria that will enable us to separate true
mystical experiences from false. We can, after that, go on
to investigate how Margery is to be classified. Abbot Butler
makes a relevant observation:
At tne outset it has to be premised
that at all times and in many ways
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the idea of communion with divinity and
the effort to achieve it, and the
conviction of the individual that he
has achieved it, are common features in
religions of all kinds, and are amongst
the most universal expressions of the
religious consciousness; and especially
is ecstasy looked on as a means of
effecting union with divinity.
The vast majority of such cases have to
be set aside as unreal. Often the means
taken to bring about the state of ecstasy
and union are altogether repulsive --
magical, orgiac, immoral; often they are
hypnotic. Often a state of religious
excitement and exaltation is deliberate-
ly produced by physical or psychological
methods, or by playing on the religious
emotions of a crowd, as in revivals. Of
such methods the result is often
religious frenzy and abnormal psychical
phenomena, akin to hysteria. Within
Christianity religious excitement and
expectfiincy frequently produce the feel-
ing of being specially visited by God,
by the Holy Ghost, by Jesus Christ.
Well authenticated and evidently sincere
cases of such convictions fill volumes,
(cf. Starbuck, "Psychology of Religion",
and James, "Varieties of Religious
Experience".) In taost cases the
experience must be set down as purely
subjective, the result of highly
wrought religious emotions, nothing more
than an excess of sensible devotion.
Similarly visions, revelations,
locutions, auditions, impulses, move-
ments, experiences, are a field wherein
is endless scope for illusion, self-
deception, auto-suggestion, as is very
well recognized by the most accredited
authorities on the spiritual life;
concerning a nun who claimed to hear
locutions from God, St. John of the
Cross said: ’All this that she says :
God spoke to me ; I spoke to God;
seems nonsense. -- Such a one has only
been speaking to herself.
'
(after the
Letters, and Ascent, ii.29) Bodily
conditions, indistinguishable on the
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physical side from ecstasy and
rapture, but without any religious
content can be produced by hypnotism
or may be the results of hysteria or
neurasthenia or other morbid,
pathological conditions.^ History
also records cases of diabolical
possession and the resultant phenomena,
produced through his agency, imitated
genuine mystical experiences.^
Msgr. Parges warns that there are two extremes to be
guarded against. There are tnose who, without any in-
vestigation whatever, cry out a priori that the miraculous --
and much mystical phenomena therefore -- is impossible — and
the other group: "diametrically opposed to suchpre judiced
unbelievers are to be found those over credulous folk who are
inclined to see the devil everywhere, or the "finger of God"
in all extraordinary events."^ St. Francis De Sales has an
interesting anecdote:
' I recollect, he says, speaking with
two nuns belonging to two thoroughly
reformed Orders, one of whom, through
reading the works of the blessed
Teresa, had learnt to speak so much
like her that you might have thought
her a little Mother Teresa herself;
and she believed it, picturing in
herself all that St. Teresa had done
during life, to such an extent that
she thought she had the same experiences,
even to the binding of the soul and the
suspension of the powers of which she
hq.d read in the saint’s writings and of
which she spoke quite familiarly.
1. "Western Mysticism", pp. 298, 299
2. Magdalen of the Cross - Franciscan nun, Cordova, 16th
century, confessed giving herself to the devil, (cf.
Poulain, "Graces of Interior Prayer", C.XXI, n. 36.
)
3. "Mystical Phenomenon", P.319
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others there are who, from constantly
|
reading the lives of St. Catherine of
Siena or her namesake of Genoa, and
in thinking that they are Saint i
Catherines themselves by imitation.^
Again Msgr. Parges says appositely;
There is in this foolish infatuation
of so many rash and curious minds, not
only a danger of turning the heads of
the less balanced, but moreover a real
peril to Christian faith, st through
ignorance or malice, the try super-
natural come to be confounded with the
simply marvelous.^
4. St. Francis de Sales, "Spiritual Conferences", No. 9
5. "Mystical Phenomena", P.14
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chapter VII
INVESTIGATION OP MARGERY’S CLAIM
With the nature of mysticism described, and the
possibility of deception or delusion kept in mind, we ask if
Margery was truly a mystic. Now the essential fact of
mysticism, as we have seen, is contemplation. In the words
of Msgr. Farges again;
Now this essentialphenonmcn of all mystical
life is a most complex phenomenon which is
known to theologians by the one word
'contemplation', or the infused prayer of
contemplation. Its more adequate and
I
complete formula should be this: The in-
timate union of the soul with God through
infused prayer of contemplation.
It finally comes back to the question of evidence, and we must
judge of Margery's reputed 'contemplation' in accordance with
]
the impression it makes of truthfulness, reality, sanity, and
religious elevation with an eye to similar states in the lives
of the great mystics.
But beside the essential phenomenon there are accidental
mystic phenomena that are sometimes present, and that admit of
greater investigation. Such are the presence of visions, re-
velations, ecstasy and miraculous happenings. Msgr. Farges
devotes a whole section of his book to these accidental
mystical phenomena with their m tural and diabolical counter-
feits, and gives various criteria for judging them. It is not
necessary for us to go into such detail here but we must
consider briefly the essential and accidental phenomena in the
%IIV
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life of Margery Kempe according to the criteria proposed by
Msgr, Farges in his authoritative volume.
Her prayer life examined ;
As already mentioned, Margery Kempe laid claim to "high
meditation and very conten^latlon”. It is true that in her
treatment of her customary manner of prayer ’'over many years"
(P •227) she describes what is an invocation to the Holy Ghost,
a petition for the gift of tears, and then enumerates both
particular people and whole classes for whom she asks blessings.
There does not seem to be much of contenqilatlon here — more
of formula prayers that could well fit the state of anj pious
I
soul. The content shows devotion and charity; the manner,
!
however, does not necessarily imply contemplation, seems rather
to argue against it, since instead of simplicity we have
multiplicity. But other chapters that show spiritual communing
with Our Lord might well Indicate contemplation. There are
some passages taken from the chapter on her manner of life that
must be quoted here for illustration. She tells us:
And in such manner of visitations and holy con-
templations as are before written, much more
subtle and high without comparison than be
written, the said creature had continued her
life, through the preserving of Our Lord, Christ
Jesus, more than twenty-five years, when this
treatise was written, week by week, and day by
day, unless she were occupied with sick folk,
or else were prevented by other needful
occupations as were necessary unto her, or to
her fellow Christians, Then it was withdrawn
sometimes for it can be had but in great
quiet of soul through long exercise.
By this manner of speech and dalliance she was
made mighty and strong in the love of Our Lord,
^d i)Ojoqorrci It:o eru ocf ^nlJbiooo- «;.qnipii ‘io ollX
.axru/Iov ovIctB^tlToxioUis alii nl aos'it^'*- .
: JbanluBxe alll *ife^jB*iq
ii3 lti*’ o:t mlxjlo blal o<.jCi6ii v;'i©s*ibm ^bonollnoin Tjb£e*il^ a A
aod nl oBiid ©xnct al dl . ’’nollalqiiioctnoo 4*iev bnft no J^Bdlb©:;!
in^ 'X070*’ lo lennna eirr; noxl lo
tlcoui) Y-^ohi erld- ol nolxfBoovnl rue eJ tfaxiv. eedlq:sa©jb ana (V^'Si.q;
ddod e;)J‘j8'ie»;tjjne xxadd- biLa ^e'liicid lo dlJ-s ond 'lol nolJideq b
agniaaeld a:5iaB erfa moriv/ 'lol aeseaXo fdod?/ brue ©Iqoeq ibIuc ld*iBq
e-iom 0*i©rl noldcIqmedXTOo lo xiox/rc od od uioeij don aooJb e^iexl'i
ai/olq lo edada exld Jxl Hew blnoo dfirld ane^jaaq Blwiinol lo
^'i rxinBrt end bna nolc* ;'V©b aw^orlc dnednoo ©riT .Ixxoa
‘^eridB'i exneoa tXxoIdBXqjuBdnoo 'jXocnl I'lBaaeoen don eeob ^rcevewoxl
©vBii ov; ^^dlolXqmle to fiiodenX oonX? ,di darxlBa© ©jj^ib od
3X1 txmxrauoo Xaxjdl’iiqx:: v.'oxie daxl*) aiedqm'io loxldo dx/8 .\;dlolXqIdIirxa
o‘iB o'loxi'l .aoldalqxiicJXioo edaolbnl liow dxisxta bncJ. -usO xldXw
djsxid olll lo ‘'isxinBj.i *i©xi no ‘ledqailo extd xiioal xio^iad eegBeeaq amoe
xaxx allsd oriS .noJ d.aide. xxX II lol eiexf Lod cup ed dexxsi
-noe ^Xofi bxi^ eaoXdBdlelv lo T:enn£Ji ooxxa nl bnA
0*101.: doxxxa ^noc^diiw^ ©loied ©*x£ an enoldaiqiaed
©d nfixid nocxiBcin.oo Jxjoxidx* xl3id tcus olddna
•XQxi benxijonoo b^ti einda©*!© blBa eaid ^noddjiw
dal*ixiO tb*i<.>J *ixrO lo ^nlvioaeiq ©rid xlsno'xxld ^eliX
a Mu fierLr iBIBdx ©vll-'^^dnewd narid ©loni ^axxc©!.
Xd ^Bb brifi t?l©6w Y,d 2ioow ^nsdd invi eav- e3ldBo*xj
t>lXol yiole dJlw belqxrooo e**i©\.- ©xia aaelni;
lu'lbeca norlco bednc/aiq ©*iow teX© no
od no I’leri ount; \;nBB 80 O©xi ©n©^^' a© anoldBqi/ooo
n©x-T .enaldelnriC vrolXel ned
dBeng nl dixd bBri ©d xibo dl nol eexildemoe
.©Rionox© snoX xigi/onxld Xxfoe lo d elup
a aw ©ria ©onBlXlBb bne rio&eqa lo nennBin exrid
tbnoijL mO lo ovoX ©rid nl ^nonda bna Y^xlglin obBm
and greatly stabilized in her faith and
Increased in meekness and charity with
other good virtues. And she firmly and
steadfastly believed that it was God
that spake in her soul, and no evil
spirit, for in His speech she had most
strength and most comfort and the most
increase of virtue, blessed be God.
... Our Lord of His high mercy visited
her so much and so plenteously with His
holy speeches and His holy dalliance
that she knew not, many times, how the
day went. She supposed, for a time of
five hours or six, that it had not been
the space of one hour. It was so sweet
and so devout that it fared as if she
had been in a heaven. She though never
long there-of, nor was she ever irked
thereof. The time went away, she knew
not how, she would rather have served
God, if she might have lived so long,
a hundred years in this manner of life,
than one day as she began first. (p.l95)
This would appear to be a description of contemplation.
The details are convincing. The time passes without her
notice, there is a fixed regard on God in prayer with lack of
realization of all that was happening around her. Sometimes
the prayer is withdrawn when she cannot enjoy quiet. Obvious-
ly, we have merely her affirmation and certain details
verified that give probability. But additional signs can be
adduced in evidence. In the first place, she seems to have
gone through the ordinary stages of the three ways, purgative.
Illuminative, and unltive, that prepare for a life of con-
templation, though that need not follow, as we have observed.
After her madness that is related in Chapter One, her actions
seem to correspond with those of the beginner in the spiritual
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When this creature had thus graciously
come again to her mind, she thought that
she was bound to God and that she should
be His servant. Nevertheless, she would
not leave her pride or her pompous array,
which she had used before time, either
for her husband, or for any other man*s
cotinsel. ... And when her husband
spoke to her to leave her pride, she
answered shrewdly and shortly ... She
had full great envy of her neighbors that
they should be as well arrayed as she.
... All her desire was to be worshipped
by the people. She would not take heed
of any chastisement nor be content with
the goods that God had sent her, as her
husband was, but ever desired more and
more. (p.p.3,4)
She goes on to tell of her pride and covetousness that led her
to try brewing on a grand scale and the running of a horse mill.
Both ended in complete failure, and she recognized in them a
divine rebuke that drew her up short.
Here we have the first hesitant beginnings in the
spiritual life. She resolves at emendation of life only to
find that "The Spirit is willing but the Flesh is weak." She
makes mistakes, only gradually comes to realize her faults and
then is penitent for them, is imprudent, and is brought to her
senses, "purged", by the disposition of Providence. She then
advances a step spiritually.
Then this creatiire, seeing all these
adversities coming on every side, though
they were the scourges of Our Lord that
would chastise her for her sin.
Then she asked God's mercy, and forsook
her pride, her covetousness, and the
desire that she had for the worship of
the world, and did great bodily penance.
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nexid oxlc. . oonobivonSi to no Id iaoqaXb exld ^d ,”bes‘jcuq ’’ ^aeanea
.
*>iXX:3t/X. XnXqE qods s aoonnvbB
oaoxf-d Xxja ^enudpono sXxld noxiT
xi’juoxij
^
\-ievo no ^nifiioo >u IdianeybB
d.“xL bnow n.u<j to a©j»nucoa arid oiew \^©iid
.fiXtf -lerj. not nea ©EXdaj«uo biuow
ituoanot bx: a ’bob beica exKa xiexIT
©Au bx;, , :. :ena;jodovoo naxi jebX'iq non t
to qXxfE xow odd not b&ii i>aa daxfd anXueb j
,
^eox<Bf[©q dB©'i'^ bib bn*-. ,bXnow oxid t' *
and began to enter the way of ever-
lasting life as shall be told
hereafter. (p*5)
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Her subsequent behavior pattern, lasting three years, as
I
she tells us, would seem to indicate a so\il in the last stages
of the purgative way being introduced to the illuminative way.
There seems to be an Increasing detachment from earthly things,
and more application of mind to the eternal. We read;
Ever after this inspiration she had in
her mind the mirth and melody that was
in heaven, so much, that she could not
well restrain herself from speaking
thereof, for wherever she was in any
company she would say often times; 'It
is full merry in heaven*, (p.5) The
practice of prayer and penance is
important in these states. It enters
largely into Margery's life at this time.
And also after this creature heard this
heavenly melody, she did great bodily
penance. ... She gave herself up to
great fasting and watching; she arose
at two or three of the clock, and went
to church, and was there at her prayers
\mto the time of noon and also all the
afternoon. ... She got a hair cloth
from a kiln, such as men dry malt on,
and laid it in her kirtle as secretly
and privately as she might so that her
husband might not espy it ... Then
she had three years of great labor with
temptations which she bore as meekly as
she could, thanking Our Lord for all
His gifts, and was as merry when she
was reproved, scorned and japed for Our
Lord's love, and much more merry than
she was before time in the worship of
the world, (p.6,7)
This progress in the practice of the virtues of these states
lasted three years. In the second year she tells of a serious
lapse which can be reconciled, however, with these states of
the spiritual life.
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We must understand her psychology at this time* The first
two years after her "conversion” had been filled with sensible
graces, she tells us. (p*p*7,8) Spiritual writers, e.g.,
Tanquerey, assure us that this is a quite common procedure in
the history of a soul*s journey closer to God. God gives at
the outset much sensible sweetness to draw the soul to Him,
and gives courage for the overcoming of initial difficulties.
It is usual, however, for this sweetness to fade as the soul
progresses further in spirituality, and there follows aridity
and temptations, both as a process of purification and to lead
the soul to a purer love - of the God of sweetness rather than
of the sweetness of God. Margery, as mentioned before, des-
cribes such a period at length. She goes on to relate a
special incident of the second year of this three year period
of trials. She was tempted by a friend to commit adultery,
though it seems he was only curious to get her reaction. The
temptation prevailed upon her greatly, and when he did not take
advantage of en opportunity she provided, she even went so far,
on one occasion, as to solicit him herself. She was rejected,
and there followed Intense shame, and sorrow that approached
despair. She then set to work more humbly.
Nevertheless, she was shriven many times
and often, and did whatever penance her
confessor would enjoin her to do, and was
governed by the rules of the Church, (p.9)
All this might well be made an argument for the presence
of, at lease, acquired contemplation, which spiritual writers
. oaJ.^ eluJ *^t©ri x-iiaa K'l&tnir :t8Jjra eH
eXc/JLeneo iiJJtv. x^^i.CjX aeecJ Jban ”nvjIe‘iovnoe>“ 'KJj.a o*j
I'xlqo / ^v.q.'j . au tilled uiu* ^ ;&oji '13
ill brLJboDO’u^ xioJTT.too ip xj r. 1 aljrfc^ ;};3£lX eu oi.itie* ^'j&'ioupxusT
jji Lj'Vij.j, .boi) oJ ’iomiiot ti’Xx/c:: Ja 'lo y;'iOo :lrl eiij
».alh o5 Ixioa wB'xb ou atuifaeors ©idlrinGC ifoxxrn ct©e3uo ©ri^
, Tslolrroi. - lib lfclcfJ.nl lo gnii ioo'isvo ©xicf 63B«tL":o aevlg Jbna
lu'C)': «n.‘ r.£ ©Jba‘i jj ac.encf ©e«'i 2 Klric* no'i p.-; vo\o£i cj,l
^iCflfo.f/iB arroilol o*ionX brcfc i^rict'ifT'i eeae&*i30'xq
bxiol oct Ina no .Uii.'>lil*ix/q lo fc-ooo'iq a aa ilcfoc
,
c.no let act qciecf bno
mnlcr •loxiJ'fc'i aaeixet^^owa lo b >i3 oi'.’t lo ~ ©vox ^C'urq a oc> Xnoa ©rlcf
- ioo ^otolod benolcfn©-.! at< piT;©:,*xek .bo£) lo Kaanefeowe exlcf lo
B ©oxj.Cer: ol n-> aoos orlS .xicr^n©! 1>: col'ioq & rioxxc eoo'lio
Jb.' i’ioq ^xae^ c o'xx.j r.incf lo *ie©^ bnoose ©rid lo jnoblofil lalooqa
tYiecfIx/bfc cflDiiiroo ocf bnr».?;*il b t^cI badq^aeJ axjw ond .Blfil‘X.1 lo
©nT moldoao'i ^xoxi ctog oct ex/olwo '^Ino axiw ©xi aiuoaa ctl li^iforlct
6>IbJ jon bib ©xf noxlv bna lorl noqx; bellsve-iq nolctBctqfaed
t'lBl 03 Xnov novo exia ^boblvo«iq ©ria ifctlfuict’ioqqo rx j lo egsctnxiV'u;
^bojoore-x aeyf oxlo .llso'ioxi ioflxi ctlolloa oct ee ^nola«ooo ©no n©
b&*iio >'<>nqqa etadet vo’X’ior. bne t©i:iiirit eanednl bowoIXol ene/id fano
.'tXcr-tixxi e xoxu ibxow ocj ctoa aodJ exici .‘iloqaofo
fcomlct YnBia neviifin asw ocin tncoio/lcjiirvo/f





ob ol nert xiio(.no bixro'fr loaeelnoo
^p.q; .do'-n/rl) ox;^ io aeilr'i ©ril bon'ievog
©on©Ea‘xq ©xil *iol JiLeuuj^*ifi nfc ©biitu ©d ilow cfd^lic elxtl IIA
anoXl-iw lBjJCil‘ilqa iioXn-x ^xio let --iiqinoctno o b'calopo© tOexssX du ,lo
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agree in finding to be the normal crowning of the ascetic
life - which is here much in evidence. We have all the stages
here outlined, the first tentative steps of a beginner, the
struggle against sin, even the in^rudent behaviour, pre-
sumption on a yet infirm spiritual fo\mdation, with a consequeni;
fall, remorse and renewed effort, the practice of much prayer
and penance and positive virtues, in short, all the ear-marks
of the purgative and illuminative ways. It would, therefore,
be but natural to expect that they flowered into contemplation.
May we, therefore, conclude that Margery was a mystic.
Let us recall once more that spiritual authorities woiild re-
quire, in support of this claim, not merely a nighly ascetic
life or even active - acquired - contemplation, but something
higher yet - passive or Infused contemplation, which has already
been defined and explained. That Margery claimed to have this
seems unchallengeable. Nothing else would justify her des-
cription of her prayer life, her constant visions, and the
"Spiritual Marriage". But we may now affirm, and enQ^hatlcally,
that there is nothing in her autobiography - in the judgment
of this writer that would (1) categorically establish her
claim, or (2) render it even probable in the sense that constant
fear of error would not intrude upon the mind. Those who are
increased by her prayers and striving for virtue cannot
establish more than the presence of active contemplation - if
that. Her own testimony is suspect and open to contradiction -
she cannot be both judge and advocate of her own case. So her
oi^oc'.;j5 ©i-fc lo g^.aIwo^o Xjs.'ti'xon edd od od ^nlbal'l al ©oaga
sogxsd'e ©xlcr IXjS evari e\v .sonoblve nX doisai e^iod al rioMw ~ »'iii
odct t^efm±3©d a *io eqode svljisdned Xaill ©ri;f .bualLdijo ©'isn
-e^xq ^-ix/oIyBdacf daebu^iqmJ: odd neve ^nle dEalja^B els^fj-ide
dneupep.itoo n rl^lw ^noldsJbcuro'l Ijsud izbqa m'lilnX de^ js ao nol^qjjwa
T!Q'ij3‘‘xq xlox/iii ‘J.o eoxctoBiq ©ilj i>ow©no*i Jbne ©S'loin©*! ,XXb1.
,1
•
E 2i'iara~xcje ed^ IX 8 al ,aei;ct*iiv ©vlc^leoq bns eoar>rieq baa
lOaoleaead ibXx/ow jl ,ex-Qw evldaalaujXll baa tvldas^aq ©rict lo
.noljsXqaiejnoo oJrix btnewoX'l ^edj dadd docqxo od la^mdaa dud ed
.olds'^iii e saw ejiiaf/l jerld- ebuloaoo ^emolaa^rld ^ev/
-©••X blxro\r a eldiiorfduG laudl'xlqa dxxix ©•ion orno XIboot ei/ dod
olduoaa TjLfljjlQ b ’^lo'iein don ^iiileXo aldd to dToqqne al .©‘ilnp
Sfxliid ax.ios dud ,xxoldBXqiu0dnoo - bealupoa - ovljoa aeve no all!
^beenlxi a ad doMv t^old/slquedrtoo beaulnl no evbaeaq - d©-^ ‘•loriald
alxid evad os bortlala x^es'xsH dad'j: .oenleXqxe ban beallab aeecf
-sob nod Y'i-tdsirf; bltjow oeX© galxldoJ! .eXd'segneIXBxioau sraoea
odd baa ^eaolelv daadenoo noxl ,©'ilX ne^Bxq nsd lo noldqlno
. ^X Xbo
I
d 3x1fjm© has won ^aca ew dxjS ."©sBlnnaM lBx/dlnlq8”
dnoLx^bij{, add al - ^qenso Idodue ted nl ^Iddon al enoxid dsdd
nsxi dfilldoda© 'ijXXeoi'iogod,^© (X) bluow dsdd nodl'iw alild lo
dnadsnoo daxld ©ansa add nl oXdedonq n&v© dl 'rojbno'i (2) no ^xrcleXo
©ne odv»' QR ori'l ,bnli;i ©dd aoqn ©bnndal don blnow nonn© lo neel
donneo ©ndnXv nol galvlnde baa ene'^anq n&ri beaeeaqtal
11 “ noldiiXqfiiadfioo ©vldoe lo ©onoaenq ©rid xixjxij unoxa xlalXdxids©
- aoido Ibendnoo od noqo baa doeqeue al ijxiotiildaed nwo neH .dndd
nerl o8 .osbo awo nod lo ©daoovbxs bn.3 o^bx/J, ddod ©d doaaBzi ©xia
claim to mysticism is definitely not established, if not patent-
ly false* But before we proceed with an effort to demonstrate
this, let us note that our concession of active contemplation
is not an extraordinary thing* It would not imply continuous
enjoyment of this grace* Margery's own words offset that
claim* Nor would it hinder the presence of genuine faults and
imperfections. It would even allow for extreme eccentricities
or even mental aberration if this be established* For the
grace of God is not hindered by unconscious fallings, or by
sickness, mental or physical. The distinction is clear. We
can admit piety, or even holiness, subject to proof, ^hile on
the other hand, we can disclaim extraordinary sanctity, or the
advent of a mystic in the nature of St* Teresa or St* John of
the Cross* There is a fxirther obvious advantage in that we
need not join the large group - in her day and ours - who call
her a religious hypocrite, a fraud, which hardly comports with
the flavour of her book, while it also enables us to provide
an innocent ejq^lanatlon for much of the extraordinary in her
life* While admitting her piety, that is, we can broach the
possibility whether Margery was not a somewhat unbalanced
personality, influenced overmuch by udiat she hsard of con-
temporary mystics, and subject to hysteria*
The " Signs '* not verified ;
The reason needs developing why, after conceding that
Margery was an ascetic and may have enjoyed active content)lati 0x3
we are loth to concede her the title of mystic* Pithily
II ,b9xin.t.U^Bjso ;?oa >(;Xe;^Inx‘iob «i mcIoIcfeTria o:l ralxjlc
ejjaactenoiieb o;J d'-iOxXe na lid’i.w beocoiq ©w eio’ied Xu8 .eela*i
xioIctaXq^nectiior evl^fo^i 'Xo nolssecuaoo 'luo ctarW ej-on e.u
.ijjouxil'fnoo i^xqir»I c^oa bluow d-I .r-rtln^ '^lanlb loano Xb cm ^on si
ct©e?.lo sbiow nwo .©oaT:i5 sinj lo cTn9m^oi,iic?
bn-^ s^tlus'l exxljjnog 'io 6onoao‘iq oxi;^ lebtilxi XI fcluow -loii .mljslo
aelXIftl'iXnaooe sjno*iXx& ‘lo'i woXIa neve bitrow Xi . iiioIXoe'iieqnii
; enX .boxleIXdaX 3 6 ©cf aixix lx aolXa-iiedB IjsXna'x aevo -lo
.1
'
- ^cf 'XO tC^nlXlBl exToiosnooruj bt-iebnli; Xoxx el boO lo sob*!?.
eW ai noI^^oAlXelb ©xi‘l‘ q t:o XsXneia tEsemloXe
xio eXIxbr tloo-iq oX Xoo|,diJ<i ^a?56XiIXoxl asv^o tlc ^^Xslq XlaibB obo
Oil.t TLO ,\rXIjx>xixia v;‘xanIbTo/B‘XXx© *:il£Xoalb xib6 ow ^ba£^^ lerlXo arid
!:> nnol» .Xa *to ,.-' 3 oieC .Xb lo a-u/Xan axiX nl olXs'^ia jb Io Xnc^vbs
©w XiiiiX ax ©3«XnavbB si/olvdo lanXTXfl a el 6 X 6x11 .seo-xO edx
llco uriw - Q'nvo oua "^ab 'ton nl - quong o^^ibX exi^ nioj, don been
xldlw ai'xo.imoo \;Ib‘Xfiri xlolxiw b t©dliooq^xl exJolalX©‘X a aari
ablvoiM, od e;x aaxdxxxa oeia dl ellxiw ^^ooo aaxl lo aLTOvaXl oxlJ
<i3<i nl TTiBalb'toaadxa arid lo xioom 'lol noldancXqx© dneoonnl na
6iid xlosoad nao ovv ^Ql ctaxid t\;delq iwxl ^iilddlxnba ©XMV' .ellX
boonBlsdxixx dariwouiOE a don eaw \;'ie3'xa*\i 'it^xidaxiv/ \;di:Xidlep.oq
-noo lo baa ‘ifi exie darir- xlox/m'16'’/o boonex/X'ixil j^lXanotrioq
.alasda^ii od dob^dx/s boa ^eolds^m xAae'icqniod
; foe XI laaV don " enaXS ” exiT
daxid ^nibaonoo aed'xa. ^nlqoXevob ebaan noeaea axiT
(2oldalcima.1 noo avldca b©T;jof,n© avaxl ^am bna oldeosa na aaw vaa^aaiji
^Xlxldl*! .oldc^ lo 6idld axld aexl abaonoo od xijol oia aw
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expressed, our procedure Is based on the fact that all the
signs that should accompany passive contemplation are not
verified in Margery's life. As already mentioned, the
essential characteristic of a mystic is Infused conten5)lation,
which cannot be established in Margery's case beyond the
possibility of a very real doubt* It is, of course, an
intrinsic phenomenon and, as such, not subject to external
observation. The claim can be quickly made, but the denial is
as easily forthcoming* There is a check, however, in that
this contemplation must be acconQ)anied by certain "signs" that
can be verified, and it is accompanied occasionally by
secondary accidental phenomena that are open to observation
and verification (visions, revelations, power of miracles),
at least to some extent. It is \mder these two aspects that
we can observe the "contemplation" claimed by Margery, and it
is here that the difficulties at once begin*
We must, first of all, consider the "signs" that attend
upon passive contemplation. These consist in the effects it
must show to be genuine. We pass up three transitory effects
that are beyond our scope - recollection of soul, an element
of wonder, and love* But the more permanent effects summed up
by the term "Holiness" are capable of investigation* St*
Teresa eniimerates a sixfold division; peace of soul, tenderness
of conscience, profound humility and obedience, the |[lft of
strength, a hunger and thirst after justice, impatience for the
joys of the blessed with Increasing contempt for all that is
edi uteri'! eri;J no Jbeesd ni orcnbecoiq qi/o tbeEB&‘i^iX<»
efon ©‘i£} nolci ii j«ec^noc> rvJ.i;t;iiq blworiu ^onct arij-^ic:
oriJ tb^'Hol^noin v.t«©‘iija ba .eliX e* v*-iS3T:orf ni bslTtlncv
tXioio ^X<iia&jaoo beaiMnX el olJe^ni.B lo oXJ ei'ie^or.'xaxfo Joiefnee-od
aflJ bno^od oe.oo y.‘^c%'u:!A nl beiinXicUDcJee od inruwo fioidvr
ri-3 toe'iuoo lo <3i ;tl .cfo'jJOX leon ^‘lov e lo y;cf iXiCla^oq
XjBirird^xe oj cJoetcfne ;?on t/ior/e 8B ^fexto xxcnouoxxexiq cieiiXT.JnX
eX XjtsXxioJb exi^ d’xxo ^ebm ^X?ioXjJp od xiro juXpIo exl'i} .noX;tfiv‘i©coo
oBxii^ aX t'TQVftV'OXl s eX 6‘ied‘r . ^a.nXxaooxid’no’i ^XXaBa
€b
jiiclct ’’en^Xa" nX^^aeo ^cf boixtoqxrroco^ od ctaxiai noXXBXqxueJ-noo eXrid
'^IXsnoiaBooo beXxi/jqraooos sX bnB tbeXlX-iov' ed neo
noXdflvaeecfo od noqo 9 ‘Ijs dBx^d exxomoxiexiq XxistxjabXooB ^•'liibnooea
tVaaXojsqXm lo -lowoq tSnoldaXevea ^exioleXv) noXtfeoXlXqov bne
dx^xld sdoeqaB owd ©Rerid rcebnu aX dl .dnectxe ocios od deBsX d-i
dX bfUi t lip'isg'xt'.ivl ^cf bewijslo '’noXdBl{^aXnoo” orict evaeedo neo dv,
.nX^ed ooxxo dB a©l;rXifoXllXb ©xid dsxlJ ©'lexl aX
biiodctii dBXjd “ansXa” oxld ‘leblenoo tXXa lo deaXl tdcniu eW
dX Bdooll© ©/id nX daXanoo ©asxlT .noXdaXq.Tiodnoo ©vXae**q ndqx;
a 10 rill© ^nouXsxui-id oein'J qxj ea^q eW .oxiii/xteg sd od wox^.a da/j^n
duwixeX© OB .Xifoe lo xioldoeXXocen - oqooe mo bnoi^;ed o'i& d«xld
qn becifiTjja adooll© da©xiam*xeq oiom ©xld du^ . voX baa ^‘Ieba^Jw lo
.dS .noXdagidGevni lo oXdaqxso ©as "erenlloK" axaed ©xld ^d
aaiDnaebned ,I;/oe lo ©oaoq ;aoXeXvXb blolxXa a eedaasmx/no aaoaoT
lo dll^i ©xlu t 0Of:©lbedo bna ^dXXXxoiJxi bnnoloaq ^eoneXoanoo lo
odd aol eoneXcraqjflX »©oXd 2X/t aadla da'xXxld biia aesm/xl a . .ridgne-xda
aX daxld XXa 'xol dqwodnoo ^nXeaoaoxiX xldXw boaeeXd odd lo a'^o(.
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worldly. All these must be in attendance if there is to be a
verdict of genuine mysticism. Any negative findings would re-
quire a verdict of dnubt or disbelief. We must, therefore,
investigate these things in Margery. But fir st there is a
relevant observation by Msgr. Parges;
Such are the principal effects of
sanctity produced in a sould by true
mystical conten^lation. Their
absence is a sure sign of illusion
and of false mysticism. If, instead
of peace, the so-called contemplative
evinces unrest and sadness; instead
of tenderness of conscience, becomes
unmortlfled; instead of humility and
a yearning for self-concealment, makes
a parade of her heavenly favors and
desires to exhibit them; instead of
heroic strength of so\il, shows
evidences of feebleness and cowardice;
Instead of hungering and thirsting
after justice, lives a liikewarm life;
finally, if, instead of the ardent
desire of heaven and In^jatience for the
life of the blessed, he is troubled at
the thought of death, it is useless to
push inquiry further; useless to pass
on to discuss marvellous deeds which he
may perform; his illusion, if not his
trickery, is sufficiently manifest.
On the contrary, the presence in a
contemplative soul of these marks of
eminent vjr tue is a proof, or at least
a favoiarable sign, which will authorize
us to examine with care any marvellous
phenomena which acconqjany them.^
In another passage, Msgr. Parges notes that the higher the
mystic union the greater must be the holiness of the soul. It
is important enough to quote here;
1. "Mystical Phenomena" - p. 107
B (jJ ou ai; oMorUi 'll ecnBbaf^:t:to al ed eeericr li.v .\rj;i>x.iow
-O'! Llxjow evjtsason zaA .r*sicltfecm Ic ;tojcfcT:»v
^
6*a.O QV. » IQ ILiiilS) lij '10 jtfi70i/ 10 JOJlbTTOV S Q'ilSJp
B al oxerlcr ;J7; -ill . >. ni u3nJ;£id' ©cerld^ ©^«jjic?a©vnl
leogiii*? .i^ek nolctfivieado dxicvelG'i
lo aCJ»e‘ilo ljsqlonJ:T;q enct ©ib rioi/fi
wCTTit '^cf blijoe c njt Jbeoirl’CTiq
TiGviT . 'iolvtBlqfriBcrnoo Xaoicta^iii
fioXaiiiil lo ©‘tj/e a aX ©onoEcfB
biseJynl ^1T
.waloXdc'^fn oslal Xo Jbns
6VXJi5Iq^J©c^^co bellaq-oe ©rivl ^oo.eeq lo
f)B 0 dr?.nJ: ;Ea»nb. a bna ^ea^imx aeoriive
.ionooed ^Qon&lotinoo 'io aaemofcned lo
baa Xo bi'ederrJ; tbellldiojaar/
a©:!(/7iTi idiiOiUiieoaoo-'ilet; id gnlniBs^ b
bna a-xcvBi •^Xn^VBed lorl lo eJbBiaq a
lo bB&lanl imsAl dXdlrlx© od eciiaeb
Bv.’oiia ,Xaoe lo rldgneide oloieri
;. ooXJbiBwoo hna aaoneldeal lo caoneclv©
3nXdEiL;ia bn’’-. jinliegnL^/i lo baedeni
1©1XX i.TiBwoiijjX B aavIX t©oXc?aJLr[; ledla
da&b'iB sxld lo bfiodar^ ^Ix ^ijXXenXl
© ;i iol eocxellBqtal bax> aevBed lo oileeb
boXdjJOid al eri ,Jboae
-Id odd lo elXX
od aseleao eX dX ^dd-aob lo dxl^idoxid ©rid
er.aq od aaexoax/ ;itirid‘ml Y'^iupiil xlaoq
Oil riolo-w eJb©sb ajdoXIsvitjm aax/oalf) od no
eXri don IX iboiai/lXl aXri ixaiolieq x&m
.daolXxiBxi v-J-^nsXcXTlija aX
u nl ©onoaeiq arid ^’y^xaidnco ©rid nO
lo aiiijsfii ©eerid lo ixroe evXdaJ\qxdodnoo
dB3©X da *io iloc'iq b ji ejxd i.v dnonlEi©
©dXxoiidua XXXw rioiriv'' ^nj Xe oidaiidovjsl b
ajdoXXeyuim ^rt/i ©i.ao ridXw onXciaxa od ati"
'^nflcjtrfxoooB riolriv/ fiiiomoncriq
exid loxfQXxi Grid doxxd eedon aesiB'^ . i^erA ^e^BP.BEq loridonB xxl
dl .Xnoa ©rid lo aeenXXori arid ed daifxi ledxjoig ©rid noXxiu oXde^^rd
;©ieri adoxrp od ri^uon© dnodioqfaX eX
VOX
.q - ''ftnemonexH XBoXda^i" .X
The essential mark of mystical union,
and the only one that cannot be re-
placed, the absence of which is an
\inanswerable and decisive proof of
illusion, is the spiritual trans-
formation of the soul which believes
itself to be thus favored. And this
transformation must be the more perfect
the higher the extent of the union.
All theologians are unanimous on this
primary point; the tree is known by
its fruits; now fruits of holiness
always result from the divine action
in the soul. From them we recognize
with certainty the hand of God, who
alone is able to sanctify, for nature
cannot do so, and the devil never
desires to. 1
We now ask if Margery’s life reveals those virtues that
must attend the mystic? It is a disagreeable task to have to
pass judgment thus on the moral qualities of anyone at any
time. It is rendered more disagreeable here when the subject
is five hundred years dead and unable to ejq)lain or defend
herself, or throw additional clarifying light on actions and
motives and attendant circumstances, and all these things
might well influence o\ir judgment. But, on the other hand,
Margery wrote a book with the intent of influencing people and
in it, with that in view, made some extraordinary claims. She
has deliberately, therefore, placed herself on trial before
the bar of public opinion and must attend its verdict. She
has, of her own volition, forfeited any right to the seclusion
and privacy she hitherto enjoyed. And her claims, if not
1 "Mystical Phenomena”, p. 161
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justified by objective truth, represent a dangerous attack
upon it, with likelihood of discrediting genuine mysticism.
So Margery well may be the subject of our twentieth century
investigation. Moreover, we hope not to violate the claims
of justice and charity intentionally; we shall urge against
her only the points that rise unavoidably, andthere will be
due regard paid to all that can be justly said in her defence;
we shall be most careful not to impute bad faith where it is
not so patent as to be indisputable.
In the first place, Margery might be challenged on the
score of humility . It is impossible to judge the inner
motives for her actions, and she can always jiead in her defense
that these were the object of revelation, and therefore, beyond
our criticism. But on the other hand, wo can express our
conviction that these actions, in many instances, give the
spontaneous impression of a character who was greatly in-
fluenced by pride, and it seems very improbable that revelation
can be made responsible for them. There are several lovely
examples of humility, it is true, for instance, when she meekly
accepts the bowlful of water hurled at her in spite (this
happened not once but often, she tells us), and accepts other
indignities and reproaches out of love of the crucified Christ
and in reparation for sin, hers and others. But we are left
with many other passages hard to explain except as indicative
of pride (which may not have been apparent to herself). We
have already referred to her extraordinary claims that tend to
^ ^Uixri:^ eviJoetoo vd b aJ li.it ^.i/f.
.•::al; iv .^'y- ;^n i J ii:t> ina IL lo 5ooxilIc#?fIX d;t iv.' ^iJi nunix
\:'i.7:+:u'0 A.C.: 'ujo lo ival 6iJ?. Qco pd Xlev; -yjieri'ixJ '
1
c>^
i 'iixjXo Olid pc.’-bXoX/ od .^on eqa: ev .mevoeic/'l .no jd.o^lJ rix vnl
dartIjE53ii s^iir iXad;' err : \jxX.3-'ioidiit>jji:I 'x'din^aio b£i£ £»cidt;i;{. 1'.
ed XXiw o'lon.tba, ^ - Xd*-* Xc Vi<itrj -U'liri dB/iJ ftdnXoq (xld- \;ino -ifcxi
j 'oneleb *xetfi ni bX^i^i Ylifeat ed [U'r> dadd XXb od bi^q i: eub
ax dX 8*i0riw ndlel bad ed;/c,ini od don Ju-l£->'iiiO deorn ©d XX^ma t’A
. oXdBduqr. iX’iiX eo od r.;i dnodaq oc dox^
edd :io b©^I8Xl•*u^4' ©d cri3.ua v'le^'x.s.'i tOO^Xq da'xXl ©ad fij.
'lafuiX odd s^biiL oXoXaaoqml 'il dl . y;i liJeisjd lo O‘i'..os
©p.uoleb ‘10x1 ftl b.36ki ©x-^'^'^Xb nrso &dc bn<s ,enoJ.doii *10x1 *10 1 eevXdom
brio^od ^otoleaedd X'ns ^noid iiXovo’i lo doo£,do ©od iw eaorid d^odd
'VJO aa©T:qxe nfio &rv ‘lorido ojud dijb ..uaXoidX'XO ‘xuo
Olid 0V.I3
,
®.£ onad anX '^ruun xtl ^EXtoidos oacad dr'-dJ nf»ldoXvnoo
-ni vlvdsoas /sxi'- odvf ‘lOdoB'XJsxlo b lo nciR'se'icifnj “xroanBdnoqa
xto j.dXiX©V6‘i d Slid oXdBdoxqini \^‘i¥ v amooE dl faxix' .obi'iq \d beonooii
7 l.QVoX i-UT[0v©a 0'IB ©‘iX'dT .'.riOr 'lol &Xdl8Xroqa©*i ©b£iu ©d nxo
”ijX2i0‘''X£i oxis itodw ^oonBdefiX ‘lol ei di ^ “^d 1 J Xiiixrxi lo s©Xv^ffiBxe
eXxid ) ©dlqs xiX led dB btxtx/a 'iPd.Bw Ixi XalXvsod ©rid edqt oob
'itrado Ed one aXXed ©xia .nodlo doc! 90x10 don bcaaqqBfi
dc.X-1-u) bftilloo'xo oxio li.' evoX lo Joo e©xioBO*xq9 ‘i baa eeldXasiijxiI
dl.-*i 31B 0w dxrS .E^ioxldo baa anexl tiiie iwl noXdBT.Bqo'i nX bns
ov iOj.*oi;bni aa dqsoxe nXjBicx© oJ i>ied e©3BRRBq T©/ido ddiw
©Vi . ( ‘iX©a*x >ri od . nenBqqx at- ©vcxi don xac\ xiOidw) obl'xq lo
od bnoj dBdii eiulBlo ^'ifinl.b'iOBXdxe fxoxl od be*!'!©!©-! i^bB©'iIo ©vsa
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glorify herself. To recall a few; Christ loves her as well
as Mary Magdalen; she is a pillar of the Church; she is
assured of a high place in heaven long before her death -
indeed, Christ will come with saints and apostles for her soul;
the devils dread her marvellously; anyone who asks a boon in
her name till the end of the world will obtain it; many
thousands will be saved through her prayers. She sees the
consecrated host "flutter". The point is not so much that we
can throw discredit on any single instance, but the whole
ensemble gives the impression of exaggeration and a delusion
founded on pride. In general, we find her life too full of the
petty marvellous that has not sufficient external justification.
It has not the sober balance that is so characteristic of the
great mystic St. Teresa and the other saints. What are we to
think of the humility of a woman, for instance, v\h.o, after re-
vealing her sins to a monk (properly putting him in his place
for doubting her - her version) then agrees to intercede for
him - holy woman - with the assurance, "God shall give you
grace for my love ". In these instances Margery seems to
indicate an exaggerated idea of her own importance, and such
an attitude hardly comports with humility.
There seems to be another indication of pride in the
quarrel she had with the widow. She told the widow that she
had a revelation which ordered the woman to abandon her erst-
while confessor and be shriven by Margery's spiritual guide.
The widow was not convinced by a revelation which came to her
<-5i f»^ia ona lo ‘Xieiliq b si en^ ineXfibS-^i'-
- leq .‘lo-ioo s^xoj- ntv^aii ni ^-OBlq ii:-)ixi xs Xo otviuaas
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.lol> lli-w Xsi'ifiL .bt^obnJ.
,fil nooc ai^a-o odw arlsx/uXI'^v'iBiu -iun f ae-tt
aiX^&b ert^
Yxxera nlactcfo iXXy- bi'xov: er/J Xo bxi-j
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second-hand, nor was her confessor. The widow refused to give
credence unless she had the same revelation as "the creature",
and ordered Margery, it would seem, off the property. In
parting, both seemed to have taken the position, "My confessor
is better than yoursJ" But Margery would have the last word
even if not orally. She sought out a master of divinity (for
she could not read or write), and had him write a letter for
her to the widow that had some very telling clauses, in Margery's
opinion.
One clause was that the widow should
never have the grace that this creature
had. Another was that, though this
creature never came into her house, it
would please God right well.
Our Lord soon after said to this
creature: It were better for her than
all this world, if her love were set
as thine is, and I bid thee go to her
ghostly father and tell him that, as he
will not believe thy words, they shall
be parted asunder sooner than he thinketh,
and they that be not of her co\msel shall
know it ere he does, whether he will or
not. Loi Daughter, here mayest thou see
how hard it is to part a man from his own
will.
And all this procedure was fulfilled in
truth, as the creature had said, before
twelve years after.
^
Then this creature suffered much tribulation
and great grief because she said these
words, as Our Lord bade her. And ever she
increased in the love of God and was more
^
bold than she was before, (p.36)
1 A rather lengthy forbearance on the part of heaven
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Margery may urge that she was a prophet sent from God to
interfere in her neighbor's affairs, but the whole passage
shows lack of balance, objectively taken, and has a hair-
pulling atmosphere to it. We sympathize with the poor neigh-
bor who must accept God's commands on Margery's say-so. It is
well to note, incidentally, this lack of balance just alluded
to, which I find very noticeable here and in other sections of
the book of Margery Kempe. One searches in vain for anything
like it in the lives of great mystics. The Spiilt of God does
not operate in this manner, we venture to say.
On another occasion Margery feels a divine mission to go
to a certain lady who was lately bereaved of her husband. The
lady would not accept any heavenly messages unless her
confessor was in attendance. When he appeared, all three went
into a chapel and then this creature told her;
Madam, Our Lord Jesus Christ bade me
tell you that your husband is in
Purgatory, andthat ye shall be saved,
but that it shall be long ere ye come
to Heaven.
And then the lady was displeased, and
said her husband was a good man-- she
believed not that he was in Purgatory.
Her ghostly father held with this
creature, and said it might right well
be as she said, and confirmed her words
with many tales, (p.37)
The point was hardly whether the husband might right well
be in Purgatory. Catholic doctrine teaches that even venial
sins unforglven at death, and the punishment due to all past
sin, must be cleared before the soul is admitted to heaven --
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and the widow knew that general doctrine. But the point was
whether Margery was divinely empowered to say that this
particular husband was in such a plight, and why a loving
widow was under any obligation to believe her without more ado.
Margery declares it to be her duty, but Catholic theological
practice does not accept such messengers of God on their own
affirmation without testimonial and divine corroboration.
Supposing she did not have it, Margery presents the unlovely
picture of the meddling busybody who not only assures the
sobbing widow that her husband is not in heaven but that she
herself (the widow) is a long way from there.
This picture occurs time and again where Margery acts as
o\jr Lord's ••secretai*y" and well loved "servant" who is on '
mission for Him. She is frequently discovered telling people
that their friends are in purgatory and that they must act in
this or that way to relieve them. (p»37) She knew by revelation
that certain souls were to be damned and otiiers saved. It is,
a priori, a peculiar thing that scriptures do not reveal for
certain the final state of any particular soul, not even of
Judas, whereas Margery seems to have had this knowledge to
overflowing. And we tremble to think of her now that "ever she
increased in the love of God and was more bold than she was
before" (p.36) — as the "secretary" of Grod telling people
unceremoniously that their lot was among the damned. We have
no express statement that she did so but the story of her
"resistance" to these revelations — and subsequent temptations
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as "punishment by God" — would seem to indicate that it was
not the mere passive knowledge that caused her "revolt" but
the "mission" to communicate it to others, (p. 131 seq. ) —
And Margery was quite capable of such boldness -- in the name
of God, of coiirse. Incidentally, passages like this do much
to explain Margery’s unpopularity.
There is also a certain lack of meekness in Margery’s
actions and words evidenced occasionally and incidentally at
the treatment she receives from others, which may be tajfcen as
argument that she found humility a difficult virtue. When a
rich ship owner would not let her sail in this ship "for he
held her no good woman", she answered tartly:
Sir, if he put me out of the ship, my
Lord Jesus shall put you out of Heaven;
for I tell you, sir. Our Lord Jesus
hath no liking for a rich man \mless he
is a good man and a meek man.
And so she said many sharp words unto
him without any glossing or flattering.
(p.95)l
This same sharpness is seen whenever she is hard put to it to
defend herself, and here, while we admire the saltiness, we
may question the humility. Another example comes immediately
to mind. A monk reproached her with having a devil. She
answered with a witty and perfect "ad homlnem" that ^ should
be able to drive him out. This tart tongue reveals Margery as
a rough and ready type of character, far from delicate, who
could answer a charge full quickly and well. This is a re-
doubtable forensic virtue, but we may be forgiven for doubting
1. Italics mine.
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that it was a virtue much developed among the mystics.
There is additional doubt cast on her humility in that
Margery seems to show traces of vain-glory and a desire to
impress people. This would be a negative sign of contemplation!
!
and one that was especially scored by St. John of the CrossJ
|
i
Here is one of the outstanding difficulties in thdibook for one
who would defend her claim to mysticism. Margery was anything
but a retiring person. Before her conversion, she was
admittedly very vain and very eager to impress people, and
would not be outdone in finery by her neighbors, (p.3)
This was not ordinary female vanity but something extraordinary
enough to cause much adverse comment and merit a vain rebuke
from her husband. We might say that after her "conversion",
her piety seemed to have turned to the type that would still
keep her in the public eye. We refer especially to the
external features of her piety, her wearing of white clothes
and a ring that called attention to a special relationship
between her and Jesus Christ, her loud wailing and sobbing,
her talk of visions, and her interruption of ordinary con-
versation with the cry, "It is full merry in Heaven". Such
things would cause consternation in our days if displayed on
a modern pilgrimage or in a Church service. Undoubtedly, they
would seem too external and an effort to gain notoriety.
That these were the external feat\ires of Margery *s piety
ceuinot be gain-said. Her own testimony is too clear, and the
allusions too numerous. That these phenomena were extra-
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ordinary will also be commonly admitted by anyone who has some
familiarity with hagiography* There have been saints, it is
true, who were extraordinary for one or the other phenomenon
(cf* Joseph of Cupertino), but I cannot recollect anyone who
presents such an ensemble of the marvellous with regard to
characteristics so strongly calculated to impress people and
gather an audience.
Easily the most outstanding of the external character-
istics of Margery was her "gift of tears'*. Countless re-
ferences are made to it as something really extraordinary and
exciting much comment. It was not merely that Margery Kempe
wept intensely on many occasions but it was a violent, noisy
weeping -- shrieking is perhaps a better name for it — and
it was not only uncontrollable but combined with convulsive
writhing on the ground. Her screaming during conten5)lation
began at Mount Calvary during her pilgrimage to the Holy Land,
and it lasted a good ten years. It is worth describing;
The aforesaid creature wept and sobbed
as plentlously as though she had seen
Our Lord with her bodily eye, suffering
his passions at the time. Before her
in her soul she saw him verily by con-
templation, and that caused her to have
compassion. And when they came up on
to the Mount of Calvary, she fell down
because she could not stand or kneel,
and rolled and wrested with her body,
spreading her arms abroad, and cried
with a loud voice as though her heart
would burst asunder; for, in the city
of her soul, she saw verily and clear-
ly how Our Lord was crucified. And
she ia d such great compassion and such
great pain at seeing Our Lord’s pain
that she could not keep herself from
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crying and roaring though she should
have died for it. And this was the
first cry (scil. scream)^ that ever
she cried in any contemplation. And
the manner of crying endured many
^ years after this time, for aught any
man might do, and therefore, suffered
she much despite and much reproof, (p,57)
She goes on to add other details. Her crying was so loud
that it caused great wonderment where she was not known, and
eventually, much annoyance to many who thought her a re-
ligious hypocrite. It is very interesting to note the
occasion. She cries thus at the mention of Christ’s Passion,
the sight of a cross, or a man with a wound or a beast, or if
a man beat a child or a beast. All reminded her of the
scourging of Christ. The number was limited at first but
gradually Increased til in one day it came to fourteen, and
this lasted over a ten year period as we have mentioned. The
effect was to "make her right weak in bodily might". Reactions
differed but were in the main unfavorable.
For some said that a wicked spirit vexed
her; some said that it was a sickness;
some said she had drunk too much wine
;
some banned her; some wished she was in
the harbor; some wished she was on the
sea in a bottomless boat; and thus each
man as he thought. Other ghostly men
loved her the more, (p.58)
There is another interesting feature that caused much
comment. In connection with this weeping she would fall
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Some said she had the falling evil,
for she, with the crying wrested
her body, turning from the one side
to the other and waxed all blue and
livid, like the color of lead. Then
folk spat at her for horror of the
sickness and some scorned her and said
she howled as if she were a dog and
banned her and cursed her and said she
did much harm among the people. (92)
These boisterous sobbings and "shrill shrieking s" took place
also in ch\irch, and even when she was receiving the Holy
Eucharist so that the priest had to turn aside and wait, and
the people were thrown into commotion. (p.l27)
It is not hard to imagine the disturbance when this took
place during a sermon — which happened frequently. Anyone
who has had to preach or listen to preaching when a baby
starts to cry will appreciate the picture, and will be incline<
,
to sympathize with the speaker (if not long-winded) instead of
with Margery Kempe. Actually, this stirred up active resent-
ment against her when, after the first experience, a Preaching I
Friar refused to let her attend his sermons and disrupt them
in this manner. He even preached against her (p.p.l36, 139).
Margery does not seem to have appreciated it (she has a re-
velation against him) but the friar was clearly within his
rights. He was preaching for the benefit of a congregation,
not for her sake alone, and when she could not prevent a
disturbance but attracted all this notoriety it was but
natural to request her to remain away.
Margery tries to justify her sobbing. It is evidently
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a sore point. First, it is not within her power to control
it, she asserts often. Then she gives an argument based on
the power of the Passion of Christ to arouse this emotion.
The passage is really touching and deserves quotation in
full;
It is not to be marvelled at, if
this creature cried and made
wondrous faces and expressions,
when we may see each day with the
eye both men and women, some for
the loss of worldly goods, some
for affection of their kindred, or
worldly friendships, through over
much study and earthly affection,
and most of all for inordinate love
and fleshly affection, if their
friends are parted from them, they
will cry and roar and wring their
hands as if they had no wits or
senses, and yet know they well that
they are displeasing God,
And, if a man counsel them to leave
or cease their weeping and crying,
they will say that they cannot;
they loved their friend so much, and
he was so gentle and so kind to them,
that they may in no way forget him.
How much more might they weep, cry,
and roar, if their most beloved
friends were with violence taken in
their sight and with all manner of
reproof, brought before the judge,
wrongfully condemned to death, and
especially so spiteful a death as
Our Merciful Lord suffered for our
sake. How would they suffer it? No
doubt they would both cry and roar
and avenge themselves if they might,
or else men would say they were no
friends, (p.59)
Margery adds another argument based on the example of the
saints -- St, Elizabeth and Blessed Mary of Oignies who wept
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tuxijjxii v.end IX esivleajsifaiid a^nevc bna
on o'low ‘-’[end blx/ow x'eu f-sl© io
((?d.q; .LX-noil’i
orij ‘io -Iqxosxe ©dJ no beasd dne.iu/s'is lend one aobL
dqew oxiw eolnaXO lo v/iJ^u boeselfi bns rid ©css lib -- adnXse
copiously. What are we to say to this argumentation — i
I
Margery »s defense against the charge of notoriety-seeking ^
that would refute her claim to mystic contemplation? First,
there is something exaggerated in this display of Margery's.
There seems an utter lack of self-control with a disagreeable
public show as a result. There is an Instinctive repugnance
to the thought that this can be a manifestation of sanctity.
And it matters not that Margery claims a sort of mission in
this respect, in that she is to be an example for the rest of
the world in mirroring the sorrow of Mary at the death of
Christ, and a proper sorrow for personal sin. As her con-
temporaries told Margery, the Biassed Mother did not show this
external exaggeration, and to argue on the propriety of this
exaggeration because of the unreserved grief sometimes
displayed by people over mundane losses and the death of
friends is to put forward an .invalid argument. Such imcon-
trolled grief is itself unjustified, and cannot be made a
norm for Margery. Unreserved, wildly demonstrative grief is
against the dignity of human nature. Man must control his
actions at all times by the light of reason. Just as
drunkenness is sinful because it is an unworthy and un-
justified surrender of reason, , so also is this unreserved
display of grief or sorrow, more particularly when it is of
frequent occurrence. If under the control of the will it
would appear sinful; if not, it could hardly serve as a
religious example for the rest of mankind.
• »
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Margery's appeal to the example of the saints Is likewise
|
invalid* Undoubtedly, many of them had what is called the I
"gift of tears" and this is looked upon as a spiritual grace— i
Saint Ignatius would be an excellent example in that he thought
Grod had hidden His face from him on the day when he did not
shed tears over the Passion of Christ and his own sins. Yet
there is a control and a moderation displayed by these saints
that is lacking in the case of Margery. For example, St,
Elizabeth of Hungary was cited by Margery as having wept
abundantly, but her biographer. Lulu Von Strauss und Torney,
notes the calmness of her coimtenance the while; "es leuchtete
allezeit klar und lieblich und sie war froellch in alien ihren
Leiden und Widerwaertigkelten, gleich als ob sie keine
Beschwer davon haette*^
Margery also invokes the authority of Blessed Mary of Oignles--
again in vain. It is true that her first biographer. Cardinal
James de Vitry, says that "Her steps might be traced in the
Church she was walking in by her tears on the pavement", but
she does not exhibit the extraordinary abandon of Margery or
create a continual public disturbance. And again her
biographer warns sharply that her example is not proposed for
general imitation in all details. Pr. Thurston makes an in-
cidental observation on the possibility of this being a nervous
reaction which throws doubt on whether it can be acclaimed too
unreservedly as an example of mystic phenomena. He says,
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XBxeriea
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.eY-SE ail .Bnoinonadq oldsYo! lo eXqoiBxo rte ac
Ybbavnaeaiiiu
naaixiad lob nadul eua" .Yod'xol' bnu
Her biographer lays stress on her
abnormal tearfulness, which he and
others regard as a spiritual grace.
Even if, in these days, we should be
more disposed to treat it as a
physical reaction from the tremendous
nervous strain to which she subjected
her body, it must not be forgotten
that the gift of tears was deemed by
many to be a mark of true compunction
of heart,
^
The extraordinary sobbing and shrieking of Margery, then, Ij
I
is far from establishing her claim to mysticism. And to us it
!
seems to be rather a bid for notice, and such a view challenges}
the high sanctity that the mystic must enjoy. Even if it were
|
unconscious -- a nervous disorder — it would do much to
eliminate all possibility of such high sanctity. For Margery,
;
as we have seen, asserted that this phenomenon was supernatural
in character and her revelations dealt with the matter. Any-
thing that throws doubt on the possibility of this being from
God — and we have urged the difficulties -- is a potent attack
on her mystic claims. In fairness to Margery we add, however,
that if someone wishes to urge that this was not intended as a
rational phenomenon at all or a mystic characteristic, but was
;
willed by God to discredit Margery and thereby be the occasion
for more merit -- there are passages that do present this view I
I
of tne phenomenon as having a penitential aspect — we do not I
see how such a view could be refuted. But it still would not
j
explain how it could serve as a model for the world of the
1, Butler »s, "Lives of the Saints", Ed. Thurston, June 23rd
* I .
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of the sorrow the Christian should feel over the sufferings of
Christ and his own sins, and that is an important aspect that
is stressed by Margery. Again the findings are not conclusive*
We shall be satisfied, however, if this but adds a little
towards the clarification of the total picture.
Connected with the sobbing of Margery was her wearing of
white clothes, which has already been mentioned. It is anothei^
phenomenon that drew attention to Margery and caused comment.
She explains that it was a command of God that she don these
clothes that were ordinarily reserved for maidens. We cannot,
a priori, deny the possibility of such a divine command. But
we note again that it is something external that would -- and
did -- cause much notice and remark. It would be an important
argument in the case of those who wish to paint Margery as a
notoriety seeker, and thus impugn her humility.
We must take this opportunity to discuss, in connection
with the wearing of white clothes, another angle of Margery's
life -- her seeming revolt against matrimony or at least her
own marriage. Was her res\imptlon of maiden's clothing a
symbol, perhaps not consciously recognized by her, of her re-
gret that she had not remained a virgin and served God in that
state?
An attentive reading of her "Book" does raise the question
whether Margery's attitude towards marriage, and more especially
her own marriage, was not a little warped. The teaching of
1 thatthe Church is based on St. Paul-^ that virginity is consecrated
1. I. Gor. 7 r
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to God and observed for the service of God is more perfect
than marriage. But there is no attempt to lessen the worth
j
2 'I
of marriage which was intended by God as the means to
propagate the race, and was raised by Christ to the dignity of
|
a sacrament. Margery, however, speaks slightingly of marriage
||
as somehow unclean (p.lb) and would rather her husband was
murdered, she says, than consent willingly to pay the debt of
j
matrimony, even though this would not be sinful for her. We
j
have here, seemingly, a peculiar lack of charity for the
husband to whom she had contracted special obligations, or a
warped notion of marriage. Since she makes all the proper
technical distinctions on occasion, it would perhaps be better
to state that while her notions on marriage were orthodox.
Judging from her explicit statements, yet it would appear that
she did not bring her own personal actions into consonance with
her abstract principles, and that is definitely a blot on her !
I
claim to holiness. Even a cursory reading gives the
j
i
impression that she used great moral force to win her husband
to a life of continency. How different, we may note here, the
conduct of the great Saint Elizabeth of Hungary, to whom
Margery referred on occasionJ Her spirit of mortification led
her to wear shabby clothing in her husband's absence, but, when
he returned home, she tried to be most beautiful for his sake
and to prevent any sin on his part against the marriage vows.
2. Gen. 1
CJ'.
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In connection with Margery’s attitude to marriage, here
might be the place to raise the question of her relation to
her family. It is most peculiar that she should have foiarteen
children, as she says, yet make hardly a reference to them.
We learn that she had a revelation once that she was with
child, and she tells the story of a grown-up son’s life,
marriage, and death, merely as a prelude to her spiritual
labors in his behalf, and her subsequent journeying with his
widow back to her homeland. It would seem to argue lack of
balance and moral defects, perhaps, that Margery is so con-
centrated on visions, revelations, and pilgrimages, yet has no
reference to the duties of her state as wife and mother. And
all genuine sanctity must first see to the observance of the
duties of one’s state of life. Anything else is a delusion.
Margery’s pilgrimages were numerous, as she tells us — both in
England and abroad, and they must have been made when she was
fairly young and vigorous -- except for the pilgrimage to
Germany and Norway, narrated in the second book, which were
made when she must have been about sixty. Yet, if she had
fourteen children, all the vigorous period of her life, (let
us say up to the age of forty-five) would be taken up by care
for her husband and family. And at forty-five she may well
have had young children ranging from ten to thirteen years who
would require a mother’s care and guidance. We know that a
pilgrimage abroad would take many weeks and Margery’s
a-xesi 2 ’ nJ Iw noxcJ i)©ftnoo nl
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pilgrimages were many, both in England and abroad.^ (p.l6)
Who cared for Margery’s children and husband on these occasions
and when she was spending four or five hours in church each
morning and afternoon? It would be some solution to argue that
infant mortality was high in those ages and Margery's
admission that she had fo\irteen children is not an admission
that all lived. But the difficulty still remains. We cannot
thus arbitrarily dispatch all fo\irteen children. An interest-
ing angle crops up here. Did Margery give the children to
others for up-bringing? There is a suspicion of this in
Chapter XXI where Margery converses with Our Lord:
We cannot make any definite accusations, but there is
raised a serious doubt whether Margery had proper regard for
the duties of her state. And that is another difficulty urged
against her mysticism. A spiritual director, ordinarily speak-
ing, would have to counsel Margery that since she was already
in the married state, a wife and mother, the state of virginity
was clearly not Intended by Providence for her. Sanctity would
lie in the perfect fulfillment of the unobtrusive, domestic
duties of her vocation and not in seeking for dramatic external
1. The duration of one pilgrimage abroad is indicated by the
accusation that during this period she had an illegitimate
child.
She said to Him: 'AhJ Lord, what shall I
do for the keeping of my children?
’
Our Lord said: 'Dread thee not: I shall
arrange for a keeper J (P.39)
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things. That Margery did not follow this prosaic path is
very clear.
Was Ivlargery obedient? Here again doubts crowd in. We
have unavoidably the impression that she "managed" her husban^.
when he was reluctant to give up his marriage rights at her
request. There seems to have been much importunity on her
part, and, perhaps, alternation between threats of divine
punishment and pledges of divine reward. She tells her hus-
band that she has a revelation on the matter, and we find him
confessing that he dare not insist on his marriage rights.
(16 seq.) She herself confesses that "he v/as ever a good
man and an easy man to her", and he seems to have had little
to say in the matter of her pilgrimages. Reading between the
lines,we are tempted to report him "henpecked". She had re-
fused to modify her vanity in clothing at his bidding before
her "conversion", and let him know she thought him an inferio|r
match in marriage, and we remember her independent business
venture
.
There is the same suspicion that she "managed" her con-
fessors, whose business it was to encourage her striving for
sanctity. Here was a woman who not only cooperated, but had
to be restrained. She claimed to have visions that were to
direct them - a complete reversal of relationship and an awk-
ward situation to handle. She informs them that she is to
wear white clothes, go on pilgrimages, etc., by direction of
heaven. Verification of these instructions is,9f course,
impossible. If they are reluctant to accept her witness.
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they must examine her manner of life, which was certainly
externally pious. The matter of her visions, too, is pious
in content. All, hov/ever, were not impressed; she com-
plains to an anchorite on one occasion:
Gk)od Sir, what shall I do? He that is
my confessor in your absence is right
sharp with me; he will not believe my
feelings; he setteth not by them; he
holdeth them but trifles and japes,
and that is great pain to me, for I
love him well and would fain follow
« his counsel.
There is the additional fact that she chooses her con-
fessors at will, for she refuses, by direction of Go^,
the aid of one spiritual guide who opposes her manner of
dress. (p. 90)
Margery repeatedly, constantly, seeks direction
and guidance from spiritual advisers yet she made a very
extraordinary journey abroad — to Germany — at an
advanced age, when she was totally unprovided for
,
without the permission of her confessor, in fact, against
his expressed will. "Ye may not go." (P.206) It is true
she has a fevelation " that it is God*s will, and Our
Lord tells her "for I am above thy ghostly father".
Here is Itself a peculiar fact that would cause great
difficulty in a canonization process. God governs souls
ordinarily through their spiritual advisers and He always
exacts obedience to them. If the director is obstructing
God’s purposes, God ha^other ways of bringing him to see
the light, but no saint would disobey in a matter that is
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not sinful. The lives of other saints reveal that pro-
cedure, and books of spiritual direction stress it.
Margery goes contrary.
Other examples might be adduced where Margery
practices obedience, for instance, where she doffs her
white clothes for a time at the command of a confessor.
(We note that she reverted to them, however.) Complete,
perfect and constant obedience are expected in a mystic.
Did Margery enjoy the tranquility of soul that is
demanded as an indication of contemplation by Tersea?
Here we come to a peculiar circumstance of Margery’s life.
The lives of the saints B’how us that they stressed the
need of having only one confessor for the purpose of
continuity of spiritual guidance. Circumstances may have
given them several, but a large number would be a remar-
kable exception. Yet Ldargery, in at least fifteen
different passages, discloses that she went to many diffeti
divines to reveal her life and visions and to seek
assurance that her wonders were from God. For instance:
"This creature showed her manner of living to many a
worthy clerk, to worshipful doctors of divinity, both
religious men and others of secular habit tP . 34
)
It
matters not here that she reports a favorable verdict from
them. V/e still cannot explain the constant flitting
from one to another, except on two suppositions, conti-
nual fear of illAsion — or in attempt to parade her
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wonders, and both horns of this dilemma are imfairorable
to Margery’s claim of mysticism.
vVe have other indications that Margery had some doubts
at least, of her visions. In her own words:
She would have suffered any bodily
penance than these feelings, if she
might have put them away, for the
dread she had of illusions and
deceits of her ghostly enemies.
She had sometimes such great
trouble with such feelings when they
fell not true to her understanding,
that her confessor feared that she
v;ould have fallen into despait
therewith. And then, after her trouble
and her great fears
,
it would be
shown unto her soul how the feelings
should be understood. (P.44)
Certainly then, Margery often doubted her ovm marvels.
Can we also read between the lines and say that sometimes
her revelations had to be amended at the insistence of
actual occurrence, for instance, when she says, ’’for
revelations be hard sometimes to understand", and
"sometimes those that men think were revelations, are
deceits and illusions, and therefore it is not expedient
to give readily credence to every stirring but soberly
abide, and pray if it he of God"? (P.199) Ivi^rgery does
not admit explicitly to any such illusion on her part^
denies it in fact — but she certainly shows a good deal
of doubting and spiritual flitting about for assurance -
or notoriety.
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Several times we had occasion to find evidences of
exaggeration and lack of balance in Margery ^s life. To this
is added the charge of imprudence. V»e learn that she
undertakes journeys without proper escort and with great
danger, she admits of robbery and attack. Is not this
presxmiption? The pilgrimage to Germany was made when she
was old, recovering from sickness, and without any
reasonable provision, even in the matter of clothing. She
gives away all her money, and that of others too, when she
is in a foreign country, and, as a result, must beg and
live on charity. Margery may imagine revelations for
justification. But for us that is something not established
and these things have, on the face of them, a show of
impulsiveness and imprudence.
Now to sum up. We raised the question whether Margery
had the holiness demanded by St. Teresa, peace of soul,
hiamility, obedience
,
etc., by which this could be tested.
I think that, on the strength of the observations
we have been compelled to make, serious doubt has been
sown vrhether Margery verifies these requirements in her
life and actions. Her humility, obedience, attitude to
marriage and family have been seriously questioned. This
would cast doubt on her possession of mysticism or con-
templation. Now we pass on to another subject.
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Accidental •phenomena doubtful:
There is often another check on the life of a mystic -
the secondary or accidental mystical phenomena that are
often present and v/hich can he the object of some
investigation. It cannot be urged that Margery's wild
sobbing and con'vulsive writhing on the groxmd are an in-
dication of ecstasy since the characteristics are so
different. Ecstasy as seen in the mystics is evidenced by
passivity and calm, andnas no adverse effect on the health,
while Margery's crying shows wild con'vulsive moments that
are the opposite of passivity and leaves her weak and
exhausted. So in the line of mystic phenomena there is
left but Margery's supernatural visions and locutions for
consideration.
With Msgr. Parges we can define vision in the mystical
sense as: "The outward or inward supernatural perception !
of any object naturally invisible to man".^ Such objects
would be not only God, but Our Lord Jesus Christ, the
angels, saint* and the souls in purgatory. The perception
may be inward or outward and brings up the distinction
between three different kinds of visions. It is external
if there is a real object in question, perceptible by
the senses, e.g. the appearance of Our Lord to the Apostles
after his resurrection. It is internal imaginative, if
1 "Mystical Phenomena", p. 323
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the object is not perceptible outwardly by the senses but is
produced by the imaginative faculties; and internal -
intellectual if produced by the mind without sensible images.
The scenes of the Apocalypse were imaginative visions; many
visions of St. Teresa, those in which she had enlightenment in
truths naturally Inaccessible, were intellectual visions. So
far as we can judge from Margery's reporting, she enjoyed all
tnree kinds. The vision of Our Lord when she was cured from
madness seems from her description to have been external. Her
visions were generally intellectual when she introduces them
with such expressions as Our Lord “ravished" her spirit or
“said to her mind" (pp,22, 24, etc.) Her vision of the Passion
Chapter 79, seems to havebeen of the internal-imaginative type.
It is difficult to pass judgment on these visions. J-n
general, we can say that the content is pious, and seemingly in
harmony with revelation, tradition and the ordinary teaching of
the Church, while tne manner is not repugnant. There are two
visions, however, that offer some difficulties. When Margery
was in Rome it happened that she had no confessor vrtio could
understand English and shrive her. Our Lord sent St, John the
Evangelist, “so that she saw him and heard him in her ghostly
understanding as she would have done another priest by her
bodily wits" and “she told him all her sins, and all her
troubles, with many grievous tears" and “he enjoined her the
penance that she should do for her trespass, and absolved her
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of her sins with sweet words and meek ones, highly strengthen- il
'I
ing her to trust in the mercy of Our Lord Jesus Christ, and
bade her that she should receive the Sacrament of theAltar, |
in the Name of Jesus.” The extraordinary thing is that Margery
j
uses terms here that would indicate an internal vision of the
j
imaginative kind. But tne teaching of the Church in the
administration of the Sacrament demands not only oral confessioi]
on Margery's part but oral absolution from the Confessor as
well.^ The matter and form of the Sacraments from the very
definition must be sensible. It is difficult to e^lain this
absolution then, and Margery's assurance that she had been
absolved. And if she is un-orthodox here or "deceived", doubt
is cast on her whole mystic character.
The second difficulty has to do with Margery's "Spiritual
Marriage". This is described in Chapter 35, and wehave treated
it as an important evidence of Margery's claim to mysticism.
The occasion seemed to be Margery's predilection for
devotion to the numanity of Christ, "and she had no knowledge
of the dalliance of the Godhead, for all ner love andher
affection were set in the manhood of Christ and there-of she
had knowledge, and she would not for anything be parted there-
from." (P.74) God would not lead her to a greater devotion of
the Godhead: "Daughter, I will have thee wedded to My Godhead
because 1 shall show that My Secrets and My counsels, for thou
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Shalt live witn me without end." (Ibid)
There follows’ the marriage ceremony before the court of heaven
and the Father said to her;
I take thee Margery for my wedded wife,
for fairer, for fouler, for richer,
for poorer, so that thou be kindly and
gentle to do as I bid thee. (P.75)
I The description is too elaborate and literal to portray
but a figure of speech. Margery reports a real vision in which
she is mystically united to the Father of Heaven. But this
presents a theological difficulty and an extraordinary de-
I
parture from tiie procedure we find verified among the other
mystics, St. Bridget of Sweden, St. Mary Magdalene of Pazzi,
Blessed Angela of Foligno, St. Colette, Catnerine of Siena,
Rose of Lima, Teresa of Avalon, etc. One and all agree in
specifying that the marriage is between the soul of tne mystic
arKi Jesus Christ the Word made Flesh. Not only does Margery
fail to reveal the usual mystic preliminaries that prepare for
the union, the spiritual betrothal or marriage promise,
which would be too significant in her life for her to pass
over ““ but the union is deliberately presented as higher
stage of union when she is raised from devotion to the
humanity of Christ to union with the Godhead. Remarkably,
tnen, she states it to be between the Fatner and the soul.
Let us quote Msgr. Farges to show tne difficulty that is in
question:
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sacred contract. It consists once
more in an intellectual vision in
which the Word Incarnate shows Him-
self with words and testimony in-
forming the soul that she is raised
to the dignity of the bride. This
alliance is thus affected in the
presence of the august Trinity, which
witnesses it, but -- let it be well
noted it is effected by the Word
Incarnate which tallies most wonder-
fully with the highest data of theology.
And it is not only the Word, but the
Word clothed with our humanity
.
Our
Lord Jesus Christ, who becomes the
veritable spouse of our souls. (The
reason follows why the spiritual
marriage is thus restricted to Jesus
Christ.) Alone, indeed, the second
Person of the Holy Trinity, has willed
to espouse our human nature by His
blessed incarnation, in order to be able
to unite Himself more easily with the
children of men, and knit with them
those bonds of friendship which always
imply a certain likeness between the
friends. To this end He madb Himself
like to us, and, together with our
flesh clothed Himself with all its
infirmities and miseries, save only
sin and ignorance. Now these ties of
friendship with the most holy and
privileged souls become as intimate
and indissoluble as tnose of the
sacrament of marriage. The name and
role of spouse of our souls, then,
must only be attributed to the Word
Incarnate, to the exclusion of the
other two Persons; ^ for it is but the
continuation and extension of His union
with our humanity.^
This suffices for a study of the life of Margery Kempe
in relation to the effects that follow contemplation (holiness
of life) and that must be evidenced in the life of the mystic,
1. Italics mine
2. “Mystical Phenomena", pp. 182,183
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as well as of the accidental mystical phenomena that some-
times accompany it. In the light of these facts we are
justified in attempting to pass an objective judment. It
is unfavorable to Margery, tne Mystic, her mystic character
is not only not established in the light of her own testimony
as weighed in the balance of mystical phenomena, but very
serious doubts have been raised that argue against it on the
score of her moral cJriaracter and defects in the mystic
phenomena themselves. Our judgment is not merely left sus-
pended and the issue doubtful. It is definitely adverse. A
half-wQy mystic, or ja rt mystic, or mystic whose mysticism
gives rise to insuperable misgivings because of inherent
weaknesses, is no mystic at all.
Miss Cholmeley ' s book;
How are we to reply to the arg\unents of those who see in
Margery a genuine mystic? There is but one author who treats
of Margery at such length as to require consideration --
Katherine Cholmeley who has written the only full length book
to date on Margery Kempe (aside from Margery's own auto-
biography). Her title, "Margery Kempe, Genius and Mystic", is
significant of her view point. It is a colorful book warm
with human sympathy and appreciation for asceticism but she
is, we think, uncritical. This is hinted, pertiaps, by the
fact that she first distrusted Margery's mystic claims and
wrote a very unfavorable article. Then when this view was
unacceptable to zhe editor of the "Rosary" magazine, Fr.
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Giimbley, O.P., who refused to print it, consultation with him l
led to a complete reversal of her position and to the con-
clusion that Margery was a genuine mystic and genius. Her
book is enthusiastic but unscientific, nor does she ever grasp
the problem of reconciling Margery’s strange behavior and
variation from norm with genuine mysticism. I think it is not
i
unfair to say that she has written a laudatory biographical
treatise with a "literature" slant rather tnan a critical
;
study such as the name would imply. Her principal argument
is that of ''authority. She alludes to Pr. Mc^'^abb's opinion
that Margery is a genuine mystic with great respect, and
I
advances this as one of her strongest proofs. But there is
no real effort to treat the difficulties seriously or to refute
the arguments based on Margery’s hysteria and exaggerated
conduct. Miss Cholmeley’s argument from authority is counter-
balanced toy the authorities her opponents can summon in
support of their views. We venture to say, therefore, that
|
tnis book by no means establishes Margery's claim to
mysticism -- or to genius eitner. Tne arguments we allege
have not received adequate treatment and some were not con-
sidered at all.
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CHAPTER VIII
TEE POSSIBILITY OF DELIBERATE FRAUD
No evidence of fraud ;
We feel justified, then, in holding that Margery was not
a genuine mystic. Does it follow that she was a conscious
deceiver, a religious hypocrite or pseudo- saint as she was re-
garded by so many of her content)orarie s who reviled her, spat
on her, threw water on her and called her stmimpet? The
present writer feels that this is a point that will be raised
and warmly discussed long after general opinion will agree in
rejecting her mystical claims. We have been that anyone who
made the extraordinary claims she did and asserted such
privileges in the spiritual order cannot be passed off as a
simple soul, a pious ascetic and no more. We are thus con-
fronted with an evidently complete disjunction. Margery was
either a mystic, a mad woman, or a religious hypocrite who
pretended to sanctity and privileges she did not possess. We
have now succeeded, we feel, in casting great doubts on the
Validity of her claim to mysticism. This leaves no choice but
to present her as deceived or deceiving. But “The Book of
Margery Kempe" does not give the impression of being the work
of a hypocrite. That is evidenced, perhaps, by the spontaneous
verdict of reviewers, the majority of whom saw her as egoistic
and strange but did not think of condemning her as a hypocrite.
For one thing, Margery gives a frank portrait of herself that
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does not hide the blemishes. She reveals sins and weaknesses
that do not leave us with a portrait done in all bright colors.
She admits earlier sins; she mentions ^opening that she was a
target of much opposition, that she was very unpopular.
Although she gives the impression that she is an innocent
victim m, a chosen soul suffering for God's glory, she does
not attempt to black out the causes on her part that e3q>lain
this antagonism. She admits that one of her principal
enemies, the Preaching Priar, was a fine preacher, famous
throughout England, who spoke "full holily and devoutly" and
the way she reports things, while vivid, does not give the
impression of deliberate falsification. There does seem also
indication of genuine religious spirit. We venture to say,
therefore, that she might have unconsciously colored the truth
but she did not intentionally create fiction. It would seem
that we must exonerate her of deliberate deceit. So while we
by no means exclude all possibility that Margery could have
been a religious hypocrite or could have succeeded gradually
in leading herself into a state of self-deception, we think
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This leaves us with but one possibility left open — that
Margery was not entirely rational at all times. We hesitate
to use the term mad because of its connotation. Let us rather
say that, when all the facts of Margery's weird career are
thoroughly sifted, she gives the impression of being an extrew
"eccentric" along certain lines, one who was unbalanced re-
ligiously, the victim of a nervous disorder with a tendency
towards religious fanaticism. We can hold to this opinion and
still make allowance for boundless energy, skill in handling
people, a shrewd wit and tart tongue on occasion, and an
utter devotion to what she conceived of as high piety. On the
other hand it would explain her visions that do not ring true
in all details, her eccentricity in dress and conduct,
especially her peculiar weeping and shrieking which would be
revealed as a form of hysteria. A certain exaggeration all
along the line would be accounted for. And if this view is
seen as probable, it will be a strong argument against the
validity of her mystic claims, a corroboration of our view-
point. The main argument for this opinion is, of coiirse, that
it is a working hypothesis that is the best all-round
explanation of certain peculiarities of Margery's career and
life. It would explain that Margery's religious absorption
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and many of her religious phenomena were due to her own
individual character and its response to motivation as well as
to the mysticism that was in the air at her time, and that
activated some of her great contemporaries. It was to this she
turned for solution of her problems. This view presupposes an
abnormal character or a normal character breaking under great
strain.
I believe that psychiatry lends its support to such an
interpretation of Margery. A comparison of the phenomena of
her life with the finding of abnormal pyschology would result,
it seems to me, in a verdict that hers was a case of Paranoia
or Hysteria; the latter seems the more probable. It is
significant that such judgments have already been passed on
Margery. (Allusion will be made to them presently).
Paranoia investigated ;
For a definition and description of Paranoia we quote
from Professor McDougal;
Morbid delusions are found among the
symptoms of mental disorder, especially
in Dementia Praecox or Schizophrenia .
But there is one disorder generally re-
cognized as "a disease" (i.e., a
disorder characterized by specific
symptoms and course, and deserving,
therefore, of a special name), in which
the morbid delusion (or delusions) is
the essential and sole symptom. To this
disorder the name Paranoia is given.
In a typical case of Paranoia the patient
has some fixed delusion which has become
r
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Isystemized; that is to say, the
delusion has become the nucleus
of a system of false beliefs arrived
at by way of "rationalization**, in
the endeavor to harmonize other
facts and beliefs with theoriginal
delusion. In all other refipects the
patient *s mental life seems normal;
but, wherever facts or events come
into relation with the delusion (and
the patient, owing to the continued
operation of the repressed affective
tendencies from which the delusion
springs, is very apt to discover or
fabricate such relations, the false
beliefs dominate the true and secure,
the right of way. Kraepelin, to whom
the recognition of Paranoia as a
distinct disease is chiefly due, has
defined it as "the furtive development,
resulting from inner causes, of a last-
ing immovable delusional system that is
accompanied by the complete retention
of clearness and order in thinking,
willing, and acting. 1
We may further describe its origin in the words of Bror
Qadelius
:
Paranoia postulates a morbid dislocation
of the reactive emotions evoked in us in
our dealings with others or in contact
with our environment.
The paranoiac is spontaneously in the
state which, in a normal person, only
arises after experiencing impertinent,
disagreeable or hostile behavior from
other people.^
He stresses this affective abnormality as a source of
delusions.
1. William McDougal, "Outline of Abnormal Psychology", P.335
2. Bror Gadelius, "Human Mentality" (An Outline of general
Psychiatry), PP. 222, 223
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Noyes likewise insists that it arises from '‘intra-psychic
j
conflicts" (no organic cause), and constitutes "a permanent
and total life reaction to the unacceptable and disowned
aspects of the personality. Sublimation and repression hav-
ing failed to deal successfully with these undesirable trends •
and desires, the patient meets them by the mechanisms of
projection and compensation."^ The two principal delusions
are the delusion of persecution by some person real or fancied
and the delusion of grandeur. (e. g. Napoleon complex).
Hallucinations may be present though Noyes claims they are rare
in the true Paranoia.
Applied to Margery Ken^e, the exponents of this view will
claim that it explains adequately her impression that she was
an object of dislike to those about her (delusion of
persecution) and to the devils who tempted her on occasion. It
would clarify, even more, her belief that she was a mystic and
favored servant of God -- delusion of grandeur. One of the
I
chief appeals lies in the fact that the disease leaves the
patient normal in all that does not enter into the field of
I his delusion. There is no deterioration of will, memory, and
I
mind. This is a noteworthy fact for one who would claim Margery
was deranged andyet have to account for her remarkable character
'
and her book*
1. Arthur P* Noyes, "A Textbook of Psychiatry", PP. 122,123
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An interesting study of Margery Kerape along these lines
was made by Miss Rita Miller in a biographical term paper for
Professor V/inslow of Boston University. She developed the
idea that the repressed sexuality that is hidden in the "Book
of Margery Kempe" accounted for her Paranoia, that she was
"oversexed" and "ashamed of herself". While the paper is well
worked out and ingenious, a good piece of work, it is not
critical enough. A better case for Paranoia could be worked
out, I think, than one based on repressed sexuality. If
Margery's testimony is worth anything, it gives us to vinder-
stand that she was the mother of fourteen children and after
her "conversion", deliberately and freely chose, when allowed,
a life of contlnency. It is difficult to reconcile this with
a theory of "repressed sexuality". What" we have, apparently,
is sublimation of a normal or even strong sexual instinct -
But tnis does not entail Paranoia, rather urges against it.
It is true that Margey was attracted to the humanity of Christ
particularly, but it was a characteristic of the English
mysticism of the 14th century which, on the basis of influence
can be explained in Margery. There is certainly exaggeration
to befound in Margery's raptures over boy babies but this can
be explained on other grounds — eccentric mysticism thus
manifesting devotion to the Divine Infant. That Miss Miller
labored heavily to prop up her theory seems clear from her
argument that the words of Christ to Margery bidding her
abstain from meat and receive His Body and Blood instead have
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•'Freudian" import. There is a Biblical reference here to
St, John 6, and Mt. 26, which is hardly Freudian, We do not
^
deny that there may be indications of strong sexuality in the
patient, but we doubt that we could rest a case of Paranoia
on this. And everything would indicate that Margery suffered
actual persecution though she brought it on herself. This is 1
another weakness in the Paranoia claim.
Hysteria investigated ;
Paranoiac symptoms may be found in Margery Kempe, We
incline more, however, to the views that her case is better
summed up as Hysteria , This, we feel, better explains all
the the facts and covers also what might, otherwise, be con-
sidered Paranoia,
!
"Hysteria", Dr, Goix has said,
is a neurosis which attacks the patient
from both the physical and the moral side;
it is accompanied by a particular psychical
state which all writers point out and
describe in great detail, and this state is
so constant that it enters into the de-
finition of hysteria ••• it is lack of
balance or mental "degeneracy",^
It is noteworthy that Babinski without denying this character-
istic lack of balance stresses much more a pathological
sugge stibllity which makes such patients wonderfully docile to
all orders given them by their hyi>notizers. Tie re is usually
a fixed or besetting idea that is developed without counter-
1, "Mystical Phenomena", P,472
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balance and invades all powers of the soul -- consciousness,
attention, memory, undertaking, affections, will* This is the
psychological phenomenon.
The physiological phenomena are outward and vary in greate [•
of lesser hysteria. Lesser hysteria is essentially the same as
the greater but is more abridged and less marked. Since
Charcot’s classical e^q^eriment s, four phases have been re-
cognized: (a) The first is convulsive, characterized by a
sensation of swelling in the throat, buzzing in the ears, blows
in the head, and so on; (b) the second is that of great
contortions over the whole body, generally like the arc of a
circle; (c) the third is that of passional attitudes — fear
lewdness, anger, ecstasy, etc. -- sometimes with silent, but
more often with talkative mimicry, connected with the obsess-
ing idea; (d) the fourth shows scenes of delirium, with or
without hallucinations, and mad accesses of laughing or weep-
ing. Msgr. Parges notes that the general health is affected
after a seizure, as would be expected from the violence of the
symptoms described. Noyes observes that it is sometimes
accompanied by dream states in which the patient may have
hallucinations, and which are of a wish-fulfilling nature.
He observes moreover:
Usually persons who manifest a tendency
to escape from reality by the mechanism
of conversion as fo\ind in hysteria show
certain character or personality traits.
Frequently they are emotionally unstable
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and given to laughing and crying
spells on apparently small cause,
are Impulsive, are offended by
trivialities, show a tendency to
be suggestible and are easily
influenced. Many are vain, self-
centred, wish for sympathy,
exaggerate their symptoms, or even
simulate them. If such people think
they are not sufficiently the center
of attention, they may attempt to
attract notice by various theatrical
me thods.^
The cause behind hysteria would appear to be "intra psychi<i
conflict or the repressed wishes and experiences with all their
attached emotion". In connection with this may be cited a
passage from Dom Thomas Verner Moore? He narrates that a
psychosis had developed from worry over the results of solitary
sexual sin in fifty psychopathic cases admitted to the Iowa
State Psychopathic Hospital -- which were eventually cured when
the mi s\mder 3tending was removed -- and he observes:
If a single acute emotional experience
of any kind cein lead to a prolonged
disorder if would be most surprising
if chronic intense emotional strain
could be neglected in considering
the etiology of the psychoses.^
We may add that this holds "a fortiori" for the neuroses which
are recognized as being less severe disturbances of the mind.
These notions on hysteria will suffice for us to test
whether the phenomena of Margery *s life can be explained under
this viewpoint. There is, first of all, the question of lack
1. Arthur P. Noyes "A Textbook of Psychiatry", PP. 177,178
2. Ibid, P.183
3. Dom Thomas Verner Moore, "The Nature and Treatment of
Mental Disorders", P.88
4. ^]^oin|LS V^rnj^n ^oore, "Nature and Treatment of Mental
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of balance vriiich is essential to hysteria. Margery is
peculiarly open to attack here. We have already adverted to
the lack of balance in her "mysticism" where marvels abound
but do not ring true. It is, I believe strongly, a remarkabls
characteristic running all through her career. Let us note
some of the incidents that illustrate this. First, she admits
to extreme extravagance of dress and behavior at one stage cf
her life in order to impress people. Secondly, she failed in
brewing because she impulsively plunged into a business that
she was totally unacquainted with. Thirdly she gave away all
her own money, and another's too, when on pilgrimage in a
foreign land. Fourthly, she was shriven at one period of her
life two or three times a day. This is extraordinary. If
she was scrupulous, this is, in most cases, evidence of lack of
balance. Fifthly, she feared for her chastity and knew well th(»
dangers she was e^qDOsing it to, yet went on pilgrimages with
little or no money and unattended. Finally she neglected her
family completely. Other examples might be adduced. These
suffice. They reveal an impulsive, unbalanced character.
The physiological factors of hysteria seem to be present.
Margery falls down and twists convulsively so that two men had
j
to hold her; her face turns blue and she cries, "I die"; she
hears noises and often sees specks in the air. She is so
frightening a spectacle that pe ople are deeply offended and
wish to maltreat her. This is certainly not evidence of
mysticism or the reaction to it.
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There is suggestibility, it would seem. As to the manner
in which it is evidenced, we shall discuss later whether her
whole mystical trend cannot be e;q)lained satisfactorily by her
internal religious commotion and the mystical influences she
was subjected to. There seems to be furtner evidence of this
suggestibility in her confused feeling that she could not
resist the solicitation of a friend to adultery (P.8) nor the
mental temptations of a later period (P.132). And she is con-
vinced that the control of her loud sobbing and shrieking is
not in her power. (P.57) In fact, she advances this as
vindication of her conduct. We see it as illustrative of her
disorder.
Her vis ions can be accounted for under the supposition of
hysteria.^ We suppose that her Ifick of balance was an innate
characteristic. There followed an emotional crisis at the age
of twenty which was extremely severe -- so severe that it
brought on temporary madness as she admits. She says she had
concealed a sin in confession and feared dying in childbirth
with this on her soul. For a believing Catholic, there could
be no greater anguish. (We recall once more what Moore has
to say about the possible effect of worry on the mind. ) Her
confessor is harsh and she can have no relief in confession.
Her guilt complex must solve itself somehow and does by the
suggestion (easily possible to her weakened state) that 0\ir
1. Hallucinations, convulsions, nausea, may be symptoms of
Hysteria, cf. Edward A. Strecker, "Fundamentals of
Psychiatry", pp. 139,140
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Lord Himself appeared to reassure her. This brings her mental
relief and will be retained, therefore, in other hallucination*
at a later period. She begins to move in a narrow circle of
ideas that center around the Passion of Christ and sorrow for
sin — "fixed idea". We admit that the Passion of Christ
played an Important part in medieval mysticism and may have
been adopted by her under that influence, but it may have
become an obsession with her.
Thus does the supposition of hysteria ccount for the
phenomena of Margery’s life without our having to strain her
into the ranks of mystics. There is one difficulty which we
frankly admit and advert to. Margery's book does not give
evidence of any complete breakdown of all faculties of the
person such as generally characterizes at least greater
hysteria - in the opinion of some authors anyway. She reveals,
for exsonple, shrewdness, energy, and strong will. We may
answer, however, that hers may not have been an extreme case
of Hysteria and need not show the most advanced characteristics
Furthermore she admits serious sickne ss long continued of head,
back and stomach (P.125) which are significant from our view-
point. Also, we are seeing her through the medium of her own
work, and if we suppose that hers was a character explainable
in terms of Hysteria, we must at once follow up with the
judgment that much of her reporting was colored, that though
her writing may be subjectively true — true as she saw it --
it would be objectively (to some extent and where her
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fixations and "visions" are conceriB d) false. The Margery we
see may not have lived in the fifteenth century— outside
Margery’s imagination — and an argument cannot be urged too
\
strongly against us which is based on her characterand
acconQ)lishments as reported by herself.
It is comforting to have corroboration for this view of
Margery in the authority of Pr. Herbert Thurston, S.J., who
advances the same opinion. In her prefatory notes to the
critical edition of Margery’s book. Miss Hope Emily Allen thinks
an "ejqjert" judgment has been handed down. Fr. Thurston
states: "That Margery was a victim of hysteria can hardly be
open to doubt". ^ He also thinks that Margery through her
hysteria became a mirror of the influences to which she had
been subject.
life have still to explain Margery’s preoccupation with
mysticism. It fits well into the supposition of Hysteria.
One of the characteristics of this is suggestibility. The
patient is easily influenced. Since Margery’s repression
was in the field of religion, we should expect her reaction
to be along that lino. She knew something of current
mysticism. She had the most famous mystic authors of the
time read to her for seven or eight years, she tells us.
She begins, it is our claim, to imitate their style and ape
their ideas but in such wise that her mental sickness seeps
1. Herbert Th\irston, S.J., cf. Tablet, October 24, 1936
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, November 1936. (P.446-56)
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through and modifies all.
What proof have we for this claim? That Margery was sub- !
jected to the influence of the mystics is clear. Port\mately,
we do not have to guess what mystic writers influenced the
career of Margery Kempe. She mentions a good number. A priest
befriended her, she tells us, and for the space of seven or
j
eight years read to her from mystic authors. But her own words
tell the story well:
Afterwards the same priest loved her and
trusted her full much, suid blessed the
time that ever he knew her, for he found
great ghostly comfort in her, and she
caused him to look up much good scrip t\are,
and many a good doctor, which he would not
have done at that time, had she not been
there
.
He read to her many a good book of high con-
templation and other books such as the Bible,
with doctors* views thereon, St. Bride's
Book, Hilton's book, Bonaventure, Stimulus
Amoris, Incendium Amoris, and such
others. (PP. 130-31)
We can understand Margery's interest in mysticism, not
only because it was an unconscious solution to her diffic\iltles,
but also because she lived in the flowering of English
mysticism. She was almost a contemporary of Richard Rolle
( 1349), and she was contemporaneous with Walter Hilton ( 1396)
and with Mother Juliana, whose revelations professedly date
from 1373. She was very much interested in St. Bridget of
Sweden and her daughter St. Catherine, and was in Rome at the
time of the celebrations over the confirmation of St. Bridget's
canonization. She tells us that she made inquiries about her
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from her maid and visited the room in which she died. She
was also attracted to Blessed Mary of Oignies,
It is instructive here to trace some of the apparent
influence of these mystics on Margery. That she should have
written her book at all may have been due to the fact that
St. Bridget and the Blessed Juliana had written down their
revelations. There are several imitations of St. Bridget in
fact. Bridget had visions, went on pilgrimages, fasted much,
refused marriage after her husband’s death through love of
continence, and was raised to the "spiritual marriage",^
Margery’s life reads like an echo in these details. In
addition, St, Bridget’s revelations show that frequently she
rebuked corruption and that friends invoked her to ascertain
the fate of their departed.’ We recall how all this is foxmd in
Margery’s career and to no mean extent, Mary of Oignies and
Elizabeth of Hungary are mentioned by name when she flefends her
weeping. 2 she was noteworthy too for her devotion to the
humanity of Christ. Rolle and Hilton have the same devotion.
Helen Gardner remarks in an article on Hilton;
This devotion, so intimate and tender,
both in its Meditation on the Manhood
and its contemplation of the divinity
is at the heart of the scale.
^
1. Catholic Encyclopedia - St. Bridget of Sweden
2. Butler’s Lives of the Saints - (Elizabeth of Hungary -Nov, 111
(Mary of Oignies - June 23
. Helen S. Gardner, "Walter Hilton and theMystical Tradition
in England", "Essays and Studies", 1936
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Margery was wrapt up in the Passion of Christ* That sarne
absorption, however, she shared with St. Bridget, Richard
Rolle, and Walter Hilton. She stressed the idea of friendship
with Christ in her visions. Hilton had done the same. One
of the most frequent words he loves to use is •’homly*’ and
•'Pelawly*', e.g* Prayer makes a soul “homly and felawly with
lesu". Margery uses the same words on occasion to e3q>ress
the same idea, Rolle had three years of spiritual purgation,
and heard heavenly noises, felt heavenly heat. Margery is not
to be outdone spiritually and boasts the same hi^ graces.
Conclusion;
It is certainly noteworthy that Margery's life and
characteristic ideas should tie up so closely with those of
the mystics with whom she admits close acquaintanceship.
Indeed, we considered her a mystic, we should be hard put to
it to find her original contribution, her "raison d'etre" in
the mystic field. But it is not unej^lainable if we see her
as a victim of Hysteria, responding ardently and closely to
all the suggestions she found in her favorite authors. And
thus we have our problem solved. Mystic she was not. We are
confronted with strong arguments that rule out her claim. But
we do not feel that it is necessary to present her as a re-
ligious hypocrite, on the strength of the evidence, for her
behavior can be sufficiently explained on the grounds of
hysteria.
If the mysticism of Margery were outstanding and beyond
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question, we should be unable to present this view. But it is
highly doubtful and can be explained by the influence of her
contemporaries among the mystics. She has nothing original to
contribute, and that is another weakness in her case, and a !
corroboration of our view at the same time. - ------
We take courage, in addition, from the fact that the Church
has not recognized her sanctity in any official way. She has
had no influence for piety in ecclesiastical annals that we
can discover - and this wants explaining since she expected to
/
exert great influence in saving souls, and it was revealed that
her glory would be made manifest after death. Nor does it
seem likely - to the writer anyway - that she can ever have
great influence in the Church in the future - not on the
strength of her book certainly. Such an argument, if made,
would be weak.^ There are too many weak points in her
mysticism, too many contradictions in her life. The Church,
before it permits or bestows religious honors, demands that
the virtues of the subject be heroic, positively established,
and unchallengeable. Margery does not qualify, we affirm, on
the strength of what we find in her book. But we hope that,
nevertheless, she finds it "full merry in heaven" for there
are others there besides mystics and canonized saints.
Undoubtedly she would feel at home there, and we grant
enthusiastically that she would be good company.
1. Note: Modern times, particularly, would be most inclined -
from the present popularity of psychiatric explanation -
to see in her a mental case. Widespread devotion to her
could hardly arise.
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When ’’The Book of Liargery Rempe” was rediscovered
after five hundred years, its importance was seen at
once for the fields of general literature and biography,
since it offers excellent background material for a study
of the age, and it is a pioneer work in life-writing.
Perhaps more intriguing for the general reader are the
claims of Margery to be a genuine mystic. It is those
mystic claims that this thesis proposes to investigate.
It is apparent at once such an investigation is
rendered difficult by our five hundred years distance
from Margery, and by the fact that her book was lost,
and all reference to it, both contemporary and subsequent,
is negligible in quantity and value. Our procedure will
consist in an examination of mysticism and mystic phenomena
and an application of our findings to the life of Margery
Kempe. Because of her extraordinary claims, there are
only three possibilities so far as Margery’s status is
concerned. She is either a genuine mystic as she claims
to be or she is a conscious deceiver (a religious
hypocrite and ps eudo-saint ) , or, finally, she must be
insane. We shall not only investigate Margery’s
mysticism, but also the other two alternatives; for if
Margery be proved a hypocrite or mad, it would evidently
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Margery’s extraordinary life and claims warrant this
investigation. V/e are introduced to her at the age of
twenty when she is a year married. Her life is despaired
I
of indelivery of her first child and she sends for her
1
father confessor to be shriven in preparation for death.




that lay heavily on her soul. The roughness of the confessor,
as well as her weakened state, brings on eight months of
madness. She is cured in the course of a vision of our
Lord who reassures her. There follows a gradual conver-
sion to a life of much prayer and penance in which she
enjoys contemplative prayer, visions of various heavenly
persons, and goes on pilgrimages. She is bidden in
revelation to wear the white clothes of a maiden, and a
ring on her finger v/ith the motto "Jesus Crist est amor
meus” After some years she prevails on her husband to live
a life of continency, i^Iany ’ marks of divine favor are given
her. Besides enjoying visions and contemplative prayer,
she sees the host "flutter” at consecration, is absolved
on one occasion by ST, John the Evangelist, knows whether
souls are in heaven, purgatory
,
or hell, and foretells
the future. She claims, moreover, to have been granted
the mystical phenomenon called the "Spiritual Liarriage”
which is the highest possible mystic union with God in
this life.
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We have discussed, in connection with Margery* s claims,
the definition and nature of mysticism. It is an experimen-
tal knowledge of God, we have seen, in which the soul has
immediate contact v/ith God in a manner far superior to the
union of the ordinary soul which results through the medium
of ordinary channels, e.g, reason. Mysticism is s3mony-
mous with ’contemplation’ which was the term used earlier
in the church. This contemplation must be distinguished
from asceticism which is preparation, at least for active
contemplation. Asceticism is characterized by the "Three
Ways" — the purgative, ill\miinative
,
and unitive stages —
that mark the development of the soul and its growth in
holiness. Four kinds of prayer portray this increasing
sanctity — oral, mental, affective and contemplative.
This final (contemplative) prayer is active contemplation
which isopen to every soul v/ho cooperates with divine grace.
There is a higher stage — -Dasslve contemplation —
where for certain momements the soul ds passive under the
hand of God. This is the realm of the mystic. It must be
distinguished, however, from the false notion of contem-
plation of Molinos (called ’’Quietism") according to whom
the soul must abjure all acrivity of its oim at all times.
In the higher stages, passive cohtemplation may be marked by
ecstasy ( a prayer ful "trance"), the "Spiritual Marriage",
(a heavenly vision with external solemnization of the soul’s
special union with Jesus Christ, attended by saints and
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angels and celebrated with great splendor), as well as by
visions, locutions, and the gift of miracles and prophecy.
It is controverted whether this state of passive contempla-
tion — apart from the extraordinary phenomena that
sometimes surround it — is open to all, in the sense that
it is an ordinary state that can be reached by cooperation
with normal grace; or v^hether it is an extraordinary state
reserved for a few chosen souls. This controversy does
not affect the thesis. Margery claims to belong to the
very highest circle of mystics in any case.
Upon examination, we found that Ivlargery's description
would indicate that she may have possessed active contem-
plation. She claimed more than that, but it cannot be
verified from her book that she enjoyed -passive contempla-
tion or mysticism. There are dificulties that would
persuade to the contrary. Her life does not reveal the
presence of the "signs” that follow on this contemplation,
signs summed up by the general term ’holiness of life’.
Her humility and obedience are doubtful. She seems to
evidence lack of that tranquility of soul that characterized
the mystics, and she is repeatedly guilty of exaggerated
conduct and imprudences that are not noted in the great
mystics to whose privileges she lays calim. Her violent
and noisy sobbing offers especial difficulty, and also
some of the accidental mysticdl phenomena, especially her
claim to absolution by St, John (which is hardly oral, yet
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should he) and her "Spiritual iv^arriage” (which is predicated
of the Father and not the Son.) This contradicts mystic
procedure and seems theologically unsound.
This would seem to indicate that iviargery was not a mystic.
Yet she does not give the impression of being a deliberate
deceiver. Her book does not conceal her own faults and has
an air of great candor and piety. The explanation of her
remarkable career would seem to lie
,
therefccre, in the
assumption that she was not mentally normal. An att^ipt has
been made to classify her as a paranoiac. But this does not
explain all the facts, particulary since her "persecution”
was not fancied but probably very real since her conduct
aroused great comment andopposition. It seems more probable
that her illness was Hysteria. This mental sickness is
characterized by lack of balance
,
great suggestibility,
hallucinations (sometimes), convulsive actions, including
weeping, all of which are verified in Margery. We conclude
therefore
,
that she was strongly neurotic, which a hysteria
pattern. Her interest in mysticism and claims along that line
are explained by her preoccupation with a troubled conscience
that found relief in fancied visions and loud weeping and by
her interest in contemporary mystics (St, Bridget of Sweden
and Dame Julian of Norrwich), and the mystic writings to which
she was devoted. Her own life and her "Book" show striking
similarities to the lives and revelations of other mystics
that can be explained on the basis of suggestibility.
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nof)r-vr^ '10 d’asxXxh .i’8) eoid’a'p! YXBxocmecffoo xiX c)-8Gxed‘X£ xoxi
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Tliere is corroboration for this view of i^iargery in
the authority of Ft, Thurston, S.J., who strongly asserts
her hysteria. This Jesuit priest had much experience along
these line, so that his verdict is impressive.
This concludes our study of Margery, WE have had to
reject her claims to "high contemplation" in the sense that
|
she was a mystic, We do not proclaim her a deceiver, hov/ever,
since her "Book" does not point inevitably to that, and her
actions may be sufficiently explained by the supposition of
Hysteria. But we do conclude, in any case, that a mystic
Iviargery was not
,
and her alleged mysticism has not been
verified as genuineby our investigation.
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